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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Components o! variance has been discussed in many papers and 
analysis of variance components has become one of the basic tools of 
research in several fields of scientific investigation. In th e problem 
of estimation, the r«;isearcher always tries to ascertain whether an 
estimator, best suited to the problem under consideration, possesses 
the well known properties of being un,bj,ased, efficient, consistent, suf-
ficient, minimum variance, etc. In practice, an objective of an investi-
gation will be to strive to obtain minimum variance (best) unbiased esti-
mators. 
Any estimator, whether biased or unbiased minimum variance, 
must be a function of observations. It is kn own that sufficient statistics 
contain all the informati on in the sample a bout the parameters of a 
qens.ity function which describes a given population. It 'would be further 
desirable to ascertain whether a set of sufficient statisti cs c an be re-
duced to a minimal set by employing the sch eme given by L ehmann 
and Scheffe [ 8]. Moreover, t h e Rae -Blackwell th eore m says that 
minimum variance unbiased estimates of the function of pa..r ameters 
must be based on a s e t of minimal suffici ent statistics; but it d oe s not 
enable us to determine which estimator is best if two or more unbiased 
estimators exist for the same function and each is based on a se t of 
1 
minimal sufficient statistics. If the density function from which the 
minimal set was obtained has the property of being complete, the 
unb~ased estimat1;>r of the·function based on a set of minimal s1µficient 
statiatics is unique, and has minimum variance. Unfortunately,. with 
regard to thE: problems und,er consideration in this thesis, the density 
functir,ms are not cor:pplete when an Eisenhart Model II is assumed [ 4]. 
D. L. Weeks [ 9] b,as given a minimal set of sufficient statistics 
in case of :ar:a and GD-PBIB designs when there is no block treatment 
interaction. Unfortunately, in practice we do not always have such a 
nice situation. 
Hence, the problem bf this thesis is: 
(i) To determine a minimal set of sufficient statistics for the 
parameters of the Balanced Incomplete Block Design when there is 
block-treatment interaction. 
2 
(ii) To find a minimal set of sufficient statistics for Group Divisible 
Partially Balanced Incomplete Block Designs with two associate classes 
when there is block-treatment interaction. 
(iii) To f~nd the distribution of each statistic i;n a minbnal set of 
sufficient statistics for (i) and (ii). 
(iv) To determine pairwise independence in each set. 
1 ClfAPTER II 
NOTATIONS AND SYMl30LS 
We shall introduce here the definitions of symbols .which we shall 
use often in this thesis. They will be classified in three parts as 
follows: 
(1) Ai;>bteviattons 
( 2) Sc;alars 
(3) Matrices 
(1) Abbreviations 
(a) ,l3~B is an abbreviation for Balanced Incomplete Block. 
(b) PBIB is an abbreviation for Partially Balanced Incomplete 
Block. 
(c) GD-PBIB is an abbreviation for Group Divisible, Partially 
Balanqed Incomplete Block Design~· If GD is prefixed by S, SR• or R, 
it will denote the Singular, Semi-Regular, or Regular Group Divisible, 
Partially Balanced !:Q.complete Block Design, r~spectively. 
(d) E denotes Mathematical Expectation. 
(e) MVN is an apbreviation fo:i;- Multivariate NoJ::"mal. 
(f) ~ denote El an operation on a density function which ,when pro-
perly defined, reduces the dimension of the space of the sufficient sta-
tistics. 
( g) R [ µ, 13, 7, ( 13 'T)] = It eduction due to µ, 13, 'T, and ( 13 'I"). 
3 
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(h) R[(f3~J µ, 13, 'T] = Reduction due to (f3 T) ad.justed. forµ, f3, T· 
(2) Scalars 
(a) b is equal to the number of blocks in a design. 
(b) t is equal to the number of treatments in a design. 
(c) r is equal to the number of replicates of each treatment. 
(d) k is equal to th~ number of plots per block. 
(e) m denotes the number of times any treatment is replicated in 
any block, if it appears in that block. 
(f) X. denotes in a BIB» the number of times two different treat .. 
men ts occur together in all blocks. 
( g) X.., (i = 1. 2), denotes in a PBIB, the number of times two 
1 
different treatments which are i"'th associates occur togetht:3:r in all 
blocks. 
(h) A! is the n.on. .. centrality para.meter of the non .. central chi~ 
J 
square distribution. 
(i) 
(j} 
(k) 
g is the number of groups in a GD-PBIB Design. 
n is the number of treatments per group in GD-PBIB Designs. · 
. ...1 : . ...1 . · 
v =:'. k ( r k - r + Al) = k. [ Azt + n( Al - Az)] , 
(3) Matrices 
(a) X is a. Design Matrix of a two ... wa.y classification model .. 
(b) x1 is a partition of X corresponding to blocks. 
(c) x 2 is a partition of X corresponding to treatments. 
(d) x 3 is a partition of X corresponding to interaction. 
(e} Y is a vector of observable random variables. 
(f) J: is an s: x q matrix of all one's. j~ will be used to denote 
an n x 1 vector of one 1.s. 
( g) 
(h) 
(i) 
(j) 
N = x 2x 1 
M = XiX 3 
L = x2x 3 
D is a diagonal matrix 
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(k) P is an orthogonal matrix. When partitioning a matrix. parti-
tions will be denoted by the addition of a subscript. Further partitions 
of a partition will be denoted by a.n .additional subscript. Thus P = 
(Pl' Pz) ==(l'll, P12' P21' P22' Pz3). 
( 1) ',t is a covariance matrix 
(m) <j> represents a w x w matrix of all zeros. 
w 
(n) A= [X2 - X1(x1x 1r1x1x 2] 
(o) I is the identity matrix of dimension w x w. 
w 
Additional symbols .if needed, will be defined as the discussion de .. 
velops. 
We shall now prove two lemmas which will be:.needed for the proofs 
of the theorem in the ensuing chapters. 
Lemma 1: Let X denote the design matrix of two way_J classification 
model Y = X 13 + e .where the rank of X is bk and where Xis of the 
form X = (j~km, Xl' x 2, x 3). Then there exists a set of bk{m - 1) 
orthogonal rows P: such that X{P = <j>, X 2 = <j>, x 3P = cj>, and 
l 
Jbkm = <j>. 
Proof:· Consider the matrix product 
XX' 
l 
Jbkm 
x• l 
x• 2 
x• 3 
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Since XX I is symmetric, there exists an orthogonal matrix Q such 
that Q 1XX'Q = D where Dis a diagonal matrix. The number of non-
zero elements on the diagonal of D is bk since X is of rank bk. Parti-
tion Q into Q = (C, P) where C and P are of dimensions bkm x bk and 
bkm x bk(m - l) respectively, and such that 
Q'XX 1Q = [PC',] 
-- [:· :J xx I [ C' p] '1' '1' 
wh.ere D is bk x bk. The ref ore, 
bkm The matrices Jbkm' x1x1, x 2x2~ a nd x 3x3 are each pos i t i ve semi-
definite, each being the produ ct of a matri x a n d it s transpos e . T h e 
matrices P'J:~:P, P 1X 1X1P, P 1X 2X 2P, and P 1X 3X 3P are a lso 
positive semi-definite for the sam~ r e ason. Since e ach diagonal e le -
ment of each of these matrices is th e sum of squ ares of r e a l num ber s 
and the sum of th~se sum of squc1,res is zero, the diag onal elements 
of each of the four afore men tioned matrices must qe equal to z e r o . 
If any off diagonal element is non-zero, there would be at l e ast one 
of the principal minors which would be negative, a contradi cti on of 
positive semi-definiteness. We therefore conclude that each of th e 
matrices must be equal to the nuil matrix. 
7 
.. 
It is therefore obvious that 
Lemma 2: Let N be at x b matrix of rank m. Let P be an orthogonal 
matrix such that P 1NNtP = D where D is diagonal with character-
istic l'IOots of NN 1 on the diagc;mal, If s ~ m of the .characteristic 
roots are equal to d0 (dQ f. 0), then the matrix d;1/ 2P 0N = C' (say) 
is a set of s orthogonal rows such that C'N'NC = dols where P 0 is 
such that P 0NN 1P 0 = dOis. 
Proof: Si~ce we are given thats characteristic roots of NN 1 are equal 
we can partition P into (P 0, P 1) such that 
(1) :J 
where D1 is diagonal. Hence P 0NN'Po = do\;;,"• that is (d~l/ZPl,_N)(N 1P 0d0l/l 
;:: Is. Consider now (q~t/ZP0N)N'N(N 1P 0d~l/Z) = Z (say), then we may 
write Z = (d-l/ 2P•N)N 1(P P 1 + P P 1)N(N 1P d"'l/2) From (1) above, 0 0 00 ~l 00' 
P 0NN'P1 = cj>. Therefore, 
Z = d~l/~(PbNN'PoHPbNN 1Pa)dt/l 2 
= d .. 1/z(d I )(d I )d"'l/Z 
0 Os Os 0 
Hence the lemma is proved. 
CHAPTER III 
THE BALANCED INCOMPLETE BLOCK 
In this chapter we shall be concerned with finding a set of minimal 
sufficient statistics in a balanced incomplete block design when there is 
a component .of variance corresponding to the block-treatment interac-
tion and an Eisenhart Model II is assumed. 
The Balanced Incomplete Block Design is defined as a design with 
the following properties: 
(a) There are b blocks and t treatments. 
(b) T~ere are k experimental units per block (k.(. t). 
(c) There is one and only one observation per cell. 
(d) A treatment cannot appea.r more than once in a block. 
(e) Each treatment is replicated exactly r times. 
(f) The· number of blocks in which a pair of treatments appear 
together is exactly· X.. 
We are going to discuss a .case where there is block-treatment inter-
action p.nd so we shall assume m > 1 in order to obtain an estimate of the 
error variance. We shall, therefore, replace (c), (d), (e), and (f) by 
(c '), (d:1), (e 'h and (f 1) respectively as given below, where a cell is a 
.group of experimental units subjected to a particular block..;treatmen.t 
combination. 
(c 1) There are exactly m observations per cell. 
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(d') A treatment cannot appear more than once in the cells of the 
same block but it can appear m times in the same cell as follows from 
( C '). 
(e 1) Each treatment appears exactly m times in each of r different 
blocks. 
(f 1) The number of blocks in which a pair of treatments appears 
together is exactly )I.. This can also be worded as: the number of times 
a pair of treatments appears together in all blocks is mh.. 
Specifically, 
(I) 
wherei =l, 2, ... , b; j =l, 2, ... , t; k = n .. , lJ 
n.~" = lJ { 1, 2, ... , m, .if treatment j appears in block i. 0 if treatment j does not appear in block i. 
The observations y .. 0 do not exist. lJ 
Under model II the following assumptions are made: 
( l) 13., 'T • , ( 13 'T) .. and e . "k are each distributed normally. 1 J lJ lJ 
(2) E(e .. k) = 0 for all i, j, k. lJ 
[
Dj 2 if i = u, j :,a. v, k = w 
E(e .. ke ) = lJ uvw 
0 otherwise 
(4) E (T j) = 0 for all j. 
E('T.r) = 2 { 
(1"" 2 if j ;:'; u 
J u O otherwise 
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(5) E(r(3),, = 0 for all i and j. 
lJ 
E[(rf3),.{rf3) ] 
lJ UV 
{ 
2 "f. . er 3 1 1 = u, J 
- 0 otherwise 
(6) E(e .. kf3 ) :::: 0 for all i, j, k# ands. 
lJ s 
( ?) E ( e .. k 7 ) 0 f 11 . . k d lJ. p = .or a 1, J, , an, p. 
:::: V 
(8) E[ e .. k(f3 T) J = 0 for all i, j, k, and u, v. 
lJ UV 
(9) E{ f3. T .) = 0 for all i, and j. 
1 J 
(10) E[ f3 .((37') ] = 0 for all i and u, v. 
· 1 UV 
(11) E['i .( Pr) ] = 0 for all j and u, v. J UV 
( 1 2) µ is constant. 
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The following relationships hold in BIB design when under the as sump-
tions given above there is a block-treatment interaction. 
( 1 ) 
( 2) 
( 3) 
( 4) 
( 5) 
:En .. = mk 
i lJ 
En .. = mr 
i lJ 
En .. n,, i = m \, (j f j J) 
. lJ lJ 
l. . 
bk= tr 
A(t - 1) = r(k - 1) 
The matrix model which fulfills the conditions set forth above can 
be written as 
(II) 
where Y is the vector of bkm observations and we shall consider elements 
o:i:dered according to blocks, then treatments. X 1, x 2, and x 3 are of 
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dimension bkm x b, bkm x t, and bkm x bk, respectively. 13, r, (13 T )t 
and e are vectors of b, t, bk, and bkm random variables respectively. 
The distributional propeii:'ties can be written in~. matrix form as follows:. 
(1) e is distributed as the MVN{<J?, o- 2Ibkm). 
2 (2) 13 is distributed as the MVN:(<j>, o- 1 Ib), 
( 3) 2 'T is distributed as the MVN( <j>; o-2 It) 0 
2 (4) (-rl3) is distributed as the MVN(<j>, o-3 Ibk). 
( 5) :g; ( e 13 t) = <j>, E ( e T 1) = <j>, E [ e ( 13 T ) 1] = <J>,· E ( 13 , 7' '. 1F' = 0, 
E [ !3 ,(t 13 ),''J = <J>, E [ -r ( 13 -r ) 1] = <I>. 
The following relationships hold for the matrices of the model. 
{ 1) X1x1 = mkib 
( 2) x1x2 = mrit 
( 3) X3X3 = mibk 
( 4) Jbkm X _ kJbkm bkm 1 - m b 
( 5) Jbkm x1 _ Jbkm b 1 - bkm 
(6) Jbkm X _ Jbkm bkm 2 - rm t 
{7) Jbkm X _ Jb.km ... t 2 - bkm 
( 8) Jbkm :X:, _ Jbkm bk:m 3 - m bk 
(9) Jbkm X 1 _ Jbkm bk 3 - bkm 
2 (11) If x 3x1 = M', MM'= m kib 
(15) ML' = mN 1 
t t (19) J tL = mJbk 
(25) N'J! = mkJ~ 
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and m ... iF 1F is an idempotent matri:x: of rank bk - b - t + 1. 
(29) X X 1X X 1 - X 1 X'X X' - mX X' 1133- 3311- 11 
We shall now define an. operation, say i, which when operated on 
the joint distribution of the elements of the vecto-r ·~ • gives a set of 
sufficient statistics which is minimal. 'l'his has been explained in the 
latter part of this chapter where we have discussed the minimal set of 
sufficient statistics. 
The vector Y is distributed as the multivariat~ normal with mefl.n 
ji and covariance mat-ri:x: '1,t where 
and 
- bkm µ ;:: E(Y) = µJ l . 
The j oi:rit density of the elements o~ Y is given by 
bkm 
----z--- . 
I ...ti -1/2 [ -1 - '~ l -g(Y, f)) = (2,r) .. "f' e:x:p -2 (Y - µ)"f'- (Y,.. µ.)] (III) 
. Consider now the operation"° on g(Y, 0) to be of the form 
bkm 
---r-,"!li/1-1/2 [ -1 -· ~-1 ... ig(Y, 0) = (2,r) · i" e:xp -2 {Y.;µ)PP'"f' PP'(Y-µ)] 
where P is an orthogonal bkm :x: bkm matri:x: to be defined, 
13 
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Let P be partitioned as follows: P = (Rp R 2 , R 3 , R 4 , R 5 ) where 
the dimensions of R. (i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5) are bkm x 1, bkm x b-1, bkm x t-1, 
1 
bkm x bk - b - t + 1, bkm x bk(m - 1), respectively. We shall now define 
these five partitions of P so that the condition of orthogonality is satisfied. 
~et R{ = (bkm) -l/ 2J~km and R 5 be constructed ih the same manner 
as the matrix P of Lemma 1. We then have RiRl = 1 and R 5R 5 = Ibk(m-l) . 
Consider now the matrix NN 1 = m 2[ (r-· - X.)It + X.J!] . We can get the 
characteristic roots of NN' by solving the determinantal e quation j NN 1 -LI I 
= 0 for 1. The characteristic roots of NN 1 are then m 2(r ... X.) and m 2[ r + 
(t-l)X.] = m 2rk of multiplicities (t-1) and 1, respectively. L e t Q be an 
orthogonal matrix which diagonalizes NN 1, that is 
2 
m rk 
Q'NN'Q = 
m~[r - X.)I 
t-1 
~artition Q into (P1, P 3) where P 1 and P 3 are of dimension t x l 
and t x (t-1), respectively. Then 
2 
m (r -
By Lemma 2 the orthogonal set of rows which di agonalize s N 1N 
and gives the non-ze ro characte ristic roots of N 1N i s D ~l/Z Q 1N . T hus 
( D-l/Z Q'N)N'N(N 1QD-l/2) = D l l l 
Since the rank of NN 1 is t, the rank of N 1N is a lso t. Sinc e N 1N 
is b x b, there will be b - t zero characteristic roots of N 1N. If by P 2 
we denote the matrix which diagonalizes N'N• we may write 
2 
m rk cj> cj> 
P'N 1NP = cj> cj> cj> 2 2 
cj> cj> m 2(r-.X)It-l 
We can partition P 2 in.to (P 20, P 21 , P 22) and have 
2 
m rk 
P 1 N 1NP = 2 2 N 'N(P 20' p 21' p 22) = cj> 
cj> 
-1/2 -1 We can write P 22 = (r-X) m P 3N. 
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t -1 -1 Since A = (X2 - m k NXi), the orthogonal matrix which diagona-
lizes NN 1 will also diagonalize A'A, for 
where 
-1 -1 [: mrl - m k D1 = 'I' cj> J -1 
mk Xtit-l 
-1 -1 -1 -1 -1 ConsidernowF 1 =X3-m k M'Xi-m X t k(X3AA 1). Since m -lF 'F = 
m-1F 1X 3 is an idempotent matrix of rank bk - b - t + 1, we can have 
P 4 as bk - b - t + 1 x bk orthogonal .vectors from bk x bk orthogonal 
matri~ which would diagonalize m -lF 'F. This can be done since we can 
always choo:;,e P 4 corresponding to non-zero characteristic roots of the 
idempotent matrix. 
We now define the matrix P of which we spoke when the operation 
-1- was discussed. Define P in the following manner. 
pl ::; 
where 
and 
(km)-1P• X 1 21 1 
( ) .. 1 I I km P 22x1 
-l/2P'FI 
m 4 
pt 
5 
R' = 2 
= 
R t - (...!....-)1/2pJAI 3 - >..tm 3 
(bkm) ·l/2Jtkm 
(km)-l/ 2P 1 X 1 21 1 
[ km 3(r-"'-)] -l/2p• NX' 3 1 
[~ ]l/2ptA• 
>..tm 3 
pt .. 
5 
It can be verified that P is an orthogonal matrix. For proof• see 
Appenaix I. 
We shall first derive P 1 P'P and from Appendix Hit follows that 
P 1~P assumes the form as given in Table I. 
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In order tQ find P?l-lP we shall make use of the fact that (P'~P)-l = 
P' ,,z:-1P. We also note that if we have a. matrix 0£ the form 
TABLE I 
P 1~P 
2 2 2 2 
<j> er +mkcr 1+mrcr 2+mer 3 <j> <j> <j> <j> 
2 2 2 
<j> [er +mkcr 1+mer)Ib-t <j> <j> <j> <j> 
<j> cj> 2 2 -1 2 2 [er +mko- 1+mk (r-X.)er 2+mer3]It-l 2 -2 · . 1/2 2 [m k U(r-X.}J erz!t-1 <I> cj> 
cp cj> 2 -2 1/2 2 [ m k At( r - \)] er z!t-1 2 -1 2 2 [er +X.k mtcr 2+m.CJ"3]It•l cp cj> 
cp cj> cp cj> [cr2+mer;Jrbk-b-t+l cp 
cp cj> q> cj> cp 2 
cr Ibk(m..,l) 
I-' 
-.J 
then 
-cis] 
c 1 I 
- s 
With the help of this result P 1 ~-lp is shown in Table II. 
Let us examine the form P 1(Y .. µ.). 
P'(Y-µ) = 
(bkm) .. 1/2Jtkm(Y-µ.Jtkm) 
( k}-1/Zp,l X'(Y- Jbkm) 
m 21· l µ l 
( k)-l/2p 1 X'(Y- Jbkm) m 22 l µ 1 
( ~)l/2P'A'(Y- Jbkm) Um 3 µ. l 
P'(Y- 3bkm) 5 · µ. l 
'-
-1 1 
where y ... = (bkm) Jbkm Y. 
' 
We then have 
= 
1/2 (bkm) (y ... -µ.) 
(km)-l/2p I xty 
21 l 
{km)-l/2p1 X'Y 
22 l 
(~//2p1A1Y 
X.tm 3 
p1y 
5 
Letting q = (Y - µ.) tpp 1~r1ppl(Y ... ~)$ we have 
2 2 2 2 .... 1 2 q = (O" + mkctl + mr0" 2 + mo-3) (bkm) (y ... - µ.) 
+[me/+ O"z]-lY 1FP P 1 F 1Ym .. 1 + ct- 2yrp P 1 Y 3 4 4 . 5 5 
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TABLE II 
P'~-lp 
2 2 2 2 -1 [er +mkcr 1+mrcr2+mcr 3 ] cp <I> cp q> 
cp 
cj> 
cj> 
cj> 
2 2 2 ... 1 [er +mker /mer 3 J Ib-t cp cp cj> 
1 
-1 2 -1 2 2 . ..t 2 -2 z 2 
cj> d1 [er +X.k mtcr 2+mer3 Jit-l -d1 m k x.t(r-X.)J er 2It-l cj> 
1 
-1[ 2 -2 . z 2 
cj> -d1 m k X.t(r-X.) J er zl:t-l 
<I> <j> 
... 1[ 2 2 -L 2 2 d1 er +mker 1+mk (r-X.)er 2+mer)\_1 cj> 
cj> 2 -1 [er 2+mo-3] Ibk-b-t+l 
cj> 
cj> 
cj> 
cj> 
cj> 
<j> cj> <P <P 
-2 
cj> o- Ibk(m-1) 
-1 4 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 4 dl = cr + mkcr {il + mrcr cr 2 + Zmo- o- 3 + m X.tcr 1cr 2 + m ker 1o- 3 + m rcr 2cr 3 + m _a. 3 
...... 
'° 
20 
Define the seven statistics si (i = l, 2. 3» ... 7) as follows: 
61 = y •.. 
not defined if b :;: t 
(IV) 
s = ytp pty 
7 . 5 5 
Z 2 These seven statist~cs are sufficient for the parameters µ, fJ' , fJ' 1, 
fJ'~, <r;. This ~ollows from [ 7]. 
We shall now prove that this set of sufficient statistics is minimal 
£Qr g(Y, e). In order to prove this we shall mal:<e use of the scheme 
given by Lehmann and Scheffe [ 8]. This consists of defining a function 
K(Y, Y0) =! g(Y, O)/!g(Y0, 0) and finding the condition unde;r which 
K(Y, Y 0) is independent of parameters. We shall define! to consist of 
operating on the exponent of g(Y, e) with the matrix P whic;h we have 
already defined. A set of sufficient statistics is minimal sufficient when 
K(Y, Y 0) being independent of parameters implies si = siO where the si 
are a proposed set of minimal 1:1uffici~nt statistics and siO are obtained 
from I g(Y 0, e) in the same manner as si were obtained from ;I g(Y, B). 
We can write K(Y, Y 0) :;: e:xp -2-\q - q 0) with q defined above and q 0 
the same as q except si (i :;: 1, . . . , 7) to be replaced by s:i,O' (i :;: 1, 
2, . . . , 7). 
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-1 . . Let us write K(Y, Y 0) :;: exp -2 :E v. u. where v. (1 = 1, ... , 7) 
21 
i=l 1 1 1 
are defined below and ui ;:;:: si - siO {i = 2, . . . , 7) and u1 = bkm{s1 - µ) 2 
2 
- b~m(s10 .. µ) . 
g(Y, e ) may be written in the form 
k 
g{Y, O);;: P((J)Q{Y)exp[-!. E v.((J)u.(Y)J 
2 i=l 1 1 
A necessary and sufficient condition for the set of sufficient statistics 
ui (Y) to be minimal for g(Y, e) is that there exist no non .. zero con-
stants al' a 2, . . . , ak, c such that 
~V) 
k 
. ~ a.v.(O) = c. 
i= 1 1 1 
Thus it is enough to prove that for the following ~ight functions, 
V = 5 
.. 2 
V - (T 7 -
(V) is not true for any a1, a 2, . . . , as and c except when all vanish. 
In (VI) it is clear thatµ appears only in vs since v1, v 2, ... , v 7 
aJ;"~ homogeneous functions of <T, cr1, er 2. and <T 3 of d.egre~s -2, the con .. 
stc;1.nt c can only be zero. 
~£feet the linear transformation: 
2+ k2+. 2 
· y ;:: er m <T 1 mer 3 
.2 + 2 w ;:: m<T 3 . rr 
The f~nctions in (6) become: 
xyw[zw + X.t vl ;:: rk (z .. y)(y ... w)]D 
-1 
:xzw[ zw + X.t (z .. y)(y - w)]n·1 V -
rk 2 -
xyzw[y .. r ... X. V - (z - y)]D 3 - rk 
X.t -1 
v4 = xyzw[w + rk. (z ... y)]D 
v 5 = -2xyzw[ z .. Y]n-l mr 
-1 
X.t -1 
v6 = xyz[ zw + ·""'r[' (z - y)(y ... w)]D 
X.t -1 
v 7 = yzw[ zw + rlc (z • y)(y - w)]D 
22 
· [ At . 
where D = xyzw zw + rk (z - y)(y .. w)J. 
2 2 2 2 Observe that the term xy w a,ppears only in v1, xz w appears 
1 . 22 1· d 22 1· onylnv2, xy z appears qny1nv6: an yz w apf)ears ony1nv7' 
This implies v1, v 2, v6, v 7 are mutually linearly independent of v 3, 
v 4 , v 5 . Now observe that after removing the common factor xyzw in 
v 3, v 4, and v 5, these are also linearly independent, thereby proving 
that (V) is not true.unless a1, a 2, . . . , a 7 and c vanish. This con-
dition then: implies the set of sufficient statistics defined in (IV) is 
minimal. 
Summarizing the results of tllis chapter will be a.ccornplished by 
means of the following theorems and corollaries. 
Theorem 1: If an Eisenhart Model II is assumed in a balcmc.ed inc om-
plete block design with interaction, th.en there are seven statistics 
in a minimal set of sufficient statistics if b > t and there are six 
statistics in a minimal set if b = t. 
Corollary 1. 1. The explicit fo:r;-m of the statistics in a minimal set 
are as follows: 
1. sl = y ..• 
3. S3 = (km)-1Y'X1P22P22xtY 
4. s 4 = k-\r .. A)l/Zy,x1P 22P 3A 1Y 
5. 
6. 
23 
7. s 7 = y 'P 5 p 5 y 
where P 21N 1NP 21 = ~ .. t' P3NN'P 3 = m 2(r-\)It-l' m-1P 4F 1FP 4 = 
1bk-b-t+l' 
Corollary l. 2. The expectations of each of the statistics as defined 
in Corollary l. l are'as follows; 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
2 2 2 E(s 2) = (b - t)(cr + mkcr1 + mcr3) 
2 -1 .2 2 E(s 5) = (t - l)(cr" + X.k mtcr2 + mcr3) 
2 2 E(s6) = (bk - b - t + l)(cr + mer 3) 
2 E(s 7) = bk(m - l)cr 
For the proof of the corollary see Appendix III. 
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Corollary l. 3. The distribution of each of the statistics of the minimal 
set as defined in Corollary 1. l is as follows: 
1. 
2. s 2 ,..._, (c/ + mkcri + mer;) xi .. t if b > t; not defined if b ::.:. t. 
3. 2 2 -1 2 . 2 2 s 3 l'V [ er + mkcr 1 + mk (r-X.)cr 2 + mO") Xt-l 
4. 
5. 
6. 2 Xbk(m-1) 
7. s 4 is dis.tributed as a linear combination of independent 
chi-square variables that is s 4 "" :E pi X ft) where pi are the 
non-.ze:ro characteristic roots of z·1(A4 + A,V;' where 
A 4 = k ... 1m .. 1x1N 1P 3P 3A 1• 
The- proof of this corollary appears in Appendix III. 
Corollary L 4. The statistics si__,_(i_=_l __ ._2_, ____ ,_7)_,_,;1,_r_e ........ p.... a_i_r_w __ i_s_e 
independent exc~pt fol." pairs (s 3, s 4 ), (s 3, s 5). ~ (s 4 , s 5). 
The proof of this corollary is given in Appendix V. 
Corrollary 1. 5. The seven statistics as defined in CoroUary 1. l may 
be computed from the following Analysia of Variance Table 
(Table III). 
See Appendix V for proof. 
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Table III 
Analysis of Variance, Balanced Incomplete Block 
Source 
Mean 
! 
Blocks (igndring treatments) 
Block-treatment-4.nteraction• 
error component 
Block-interaction-error 
component 
Treatment-interaction Error 
Component 
Interaction-Error Component 
Intra--block Error 
. -1 -1 
with s 4 = m k :I: T .Q. J J 
.-
Statistic 
2 2 bkmy~ .. = b.kms 1 
· -1 . 2 (mk) ~ (B ... B.) 
1. 
By subtTaction (~ 2) .. 
By subtraction ( s 7} 
The notation used here. is explained in Appendice:S_:I!I .and V. 
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CHAPTER IV 
GROUP DIVISIBLE. PARTIALLY BALANCED INCOMPLETE 
BLOCK DESIGNS (WITH TWO ASSOCIATE CLASSES) 
In this chapter we shall be interested in finding sets of minimal suf .. 
ficient statistics for each of the three types of group divisible desig;ns 
when there is a component of varia:Q.ce corresponding to the block-treat-
:i;nent interaction and an Eisenhart Model II is assumed. 
Definitions: 
An incomplete block design is said to be partially balancei;i with two 
associate classes if: 
(1) there are b blocks and each with k e:x;:perimental units. 
( 2) there are t > k treatments• ec!,ch of which satisfies the following: 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
A treatment cannot appear more than once in a block; 
Each treatment appears exactly r times in all blocks; 
Each treatment has exactly n.. i-th associates; 
l 
'two treatments which are i-th associates occur together 
in exactly >... biocks; 
l 
( 3) ~ny pair of treatments satisfy the following: 
(a) The pair are either first or second associates; 
(b) Any pair of treatments which a.re i-th associates, the r.n:i.rn-
ber of treatments common to the j-th associate of the first and the k-th 
associate of the second is p ~k and is independent of the pair of treatments. 
J ; 
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From the above definitions, the following relationships hold: 
(i) bk = rt 
(ii) n1 + n 2 = t - 1 
(iii) nl >-1 + nzAz = rk - r. 
A group divisible, partially balanced incomplete block design is defined 
as a design in which the treatments are arranged such that there are g 
groups of n treatments each, such that any two treatments of th.e same 
group occur in exactly Al blocks, and any two treatments which are in 
different. groups occur together in exac;tly Az blocks. 
For the group divisible designs, the fqllowing relationships hold: 
(i) t = gn 
(ii) n 1 = n - 1 
(iii) n 2 = n(g - 1) 
(iv) r ~ X 1 
(v) rk - Azt ~ 0 
(vi) (n - l)A1 + n(g - l)Az = r(k,. 1) 
They are classified j.nto t4ree types by ;Bose, Clatworthy, and 
Shrikhande [ 2 J as follows: 
(i) Singular if r = Xl 
(ii) Semi-Regular if rk - A2t ,::: 0 
(iii} Regular if r > Al and rk - Azt > 0. 
We are going to discuss a case where there is block-treatment 
interaction and we shall assume we have more than one observation per 
cell. We shall therefore replace (2) in the definition of an incomplete 
block design by (2 1) as follows where a cell is a group of experimental 
units subjected to a particular block-treatment combination. 
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(a) There a:r;e exactly m observations per cell; 
(b) A treatment cannot appear more than once in different 
cells in the same block but appears m times in the same cell as 
follows from (a). 
(c) Each treatment appears exactly m times in each of r different 
blocks. 
Each tre4tment has exactly n. i-th associates. 
l 
(d) 
(e) The number of times a pair of treatments which are i-th 
associates appear together in all blocks is mX. .. 
l 
In s,pite of the above change, all the relationships (i) to (vi) given 
above a.re true. 
We shall now discuss some of the general properties of all three 
types of designs before we find a set of minimal sufficient statistics 
for each. 
We shall assume here the same model as in the BIB design with 
the same distributional properties of the random variables. The 
matrix ;model will be: 
(I) 
- bkrn where Y is distributed as the multi variate normal, m~an µ = µJ1 
and covariance matrix 
All the resultfi;l (1) to (30) which are true for the BIB Designs will 
hold here except {10), (13), (16), and (28). We shall replace (10),, (13), 
(16), and (28) by (10'), (13 1), (16'), and (28 1), respectively. 
(10 ') 
(13 ') 
(16 ') 
Bt is a t x t symmetric matrix, 
n~ :;: {l if the i-th and a. -th treatments are t associates 
lO. 0 h . ot erw1~e . 
i, a. :;: 1, 2, ... , ti t = O, 1, 2. Ht :;: O, B 0 = It" Moreover, 
t 
Bo+ Bl+ B2 = Jt. 
-1 -1 ... 1 -1 (X' - m k NX')X :;: (mrl - m k NN') 2 l 2 t 
:;: 7: [ r(k - l)B0 ... x.1B1 - x. 2B 2 ] 
2 £ £ 
BtBs :;: :E. p tB 11 , where p t is as defined previously with £=0 s x. s . 
= [ :. 
if s ? t 
=n ifs:;:t 
t 
30 
In defining p Ot we a.re making use of the convention that a tr ea.t-
s 
ment will be considered its own 0-th associate. 
(28 ') If 
then F 'J~km:;: <j>, F •x1 = cp, F 1x2 ::: cp, and m -lF 1F is an idempotent 
matrix of rank bk-b-t+l. 
The join.t densi_ty of the elements of Y is given by 
okm 
-~ jwl-1/2 -1 - "lii-1 -g(Y,8)=(21r) ~ exp(·-2 (Y-µ) 1~ (Y-µ)] 
Before we defin,e the operation.;{ on g(:Y, 0 ), it may be stated here that 
the elements of the vector Y c;:an be ordered in such a way that the 
matrix NN' assumes the form as given by (10 1) and hence we can fin,d 
the characteri1;1tic roots of NNi [l] and they are shown in Table IV. 
Table IV 
Characteristic Roots of NN' in GD~PBIB Designs 
Multiplicities 
l 
g - 1 
g(n "". 1) 
Roots 
2 
m rk. 
2 
m (rk - >..zt) 
2( >._")/' m r-.1 · 
Imposing the restriction1:1 on the roots for each of the three types 
of designs we have the results as given in Table V. 
Table V 
Characteristic Roots of NN 1 for s. SR and R-GD .. PBIB Designs 
Multiplicities R,oots Roots . Roots 
l mzrk 2 m rk 2 m rk 
g ., l '2 m (rk. .. X.zt) 0 2 m (rk - X.zt) 
g(n - 1) 0 2 rn {r ... x.1) 2 m (r - ~) 
Since NN 1 is $ymmetric there exists an. orthogonal matrix Q 3 such 
that Q 3NN 1Q 3 = n 3 where n 3 i1;i diagonal with the characteristic roots 
31 
of NN 1 displayed on the main diagonal. Partition Q 3 into (P30, P 31, P 3?) 
where P 30, p 31, .and P 32 are of dimension t x 1, t x (g-1), and t x g(n-1) 
respectively. We then have, 
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2 
m rk <I> q> 
<I> 
2 
m {rK""\~t)Ig-l <I> : (S) 
cp q> cf> 
p30 Ir:l 2rk ti> cf> 
p31 NN '(P 30' p 31' p 32) = cp cf> cf> '. (SR) 
p;2 ti> cf> 
2 
m (r-A1)Ig(n-l) 
m2rk cf> <I> 
<I> 
2 
m (rk-A2t)Ig-l cf> : (~) 
cf> <I> 
2 
m (r-\)Ig(n-l) 
Since the non,!'"zerp c}iaracte:r;:istic roots of.N 1N are equal to the 
non-zero characteristic of NN 1 and are of the same multiplicity, there 
. exists an orthogonal :matrix Q 2 such that 
Q •N'NQ = 2 2 
where 
cp 
<p 
o* 3 
c 0 = multiplicity of 11,ero characteristic roots of NN 1 
c 1 -b-t 
'l -, 
n; = Diagonal mat:dx of the non-zero characteristic roots 9£ NN 1 
excluding the root :m 2rk. 
Partition Q? into (Pzo• P 2p o22) where the dimensions of P 20, P 21, 
2 
and Ozz. are b x 1, bx c 0+ci, a.nd b x E c., respectively, where c. i=l 1 1 
c;lenotes th~ multiplicity of the i-th non.zero characteristic roots of 
NN ! other than m 2rk. We may write, 
Then for, 
rk 
<j> 
<j> 
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(i) S-GD-PBIB designs Q 22 = P 22 wiH be of dimension {g-l)x b; 
(ii) SR-GD--PBIB designs o22 = P 23 will be of dimension g{n-1) x b; 
(iii) R-G:O-PBIB designs Q 22 ::: (P 22,, P 23). 
Now we sh~ll exhibit the relations among the partitions of Q 3 and Q 2 
as given in Lemma 2. Then for 
(i) . . 2 -v2 S-GD-PBIB designs P 22 = [m (rk - X.l)] · P;1N. 
(ii) SR-GD-PBIB qesigns P 23 = [m 2{r - X.1)]-l/ZP 32N, 
(iii) R-GD-PBIS designs, the above two realtionships hold. 
We shall now consider the matrix A'A. The orthogonal matrix 
which diagonalizes NN 1 also diagonalizes A 1A for 
[ -1 -1 
= o3 rmI - m k NN 1]Q 3 
.. 1 -1 
= mrI - rn k D 3 
The characteristic roots of A 1A are then as given in Table VI. 
Table VI 
Characteristic Roots of A 1A for GD-PBIB Designs 
Multiplicitie1;1 
1 
Roots 
0 
-1 
mk x. 2t g .. 1 
g(n .. 1) -1 mk [ x.2t + n(X.1 .. X.2)] 
By making use of restrictions for each of the three types of 
GD-PBil3 clesigns we have the characteristic ;roots of A,'A in Table VII. 
'l:'able VII 
Characteristic Roots of A 1A fo~ S, SR, and R .. GD-PBIB Designs 
Multiplicities Roots (S) Roots (SR) Roots (R) 
1 0 0 0 
g ;,,. 1 -1 -1 mk x.2t mr m~ x.2t 
g(n - 1) mr mv mv 
Consider now a bkm x bkm orthogonal matrix P' defined in the 
following way: 
P' = 
R{ 
Rz 
C3R3 
R4 
PS 
34 
where ~l' R 2, R 3, ancl R 4 are defined as follows and PS be constructed 
in the same manner as the matrix P of Lemma 1. 
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R' = {bkm) .. ljzJlk,m 1 
{mk)-l/Zp, XJ 
21 1 
for S-GD-PBIB Designs 
(:rnk)-l/2p I X, 
22 1 
... 
{mk) •l/2p 21Xl 
for SR-GD•PBIB Designs 
R' = 2 
(mk} .. 1/ 2P 1 X 1 
23 1 
(mk) .. 1/ 2:PziX{ 
(mk) .. lj2:Pz2X{ for R-GD-PBIB Designs 
(ink) .. 1/zp 23Xl 
{ _L)l/2p•A• 
A2 tm 31 for g ... Qp ... PBIB Designs 
(mr)-l/2p 32A, 
(mr) ... 1/2p31A' 
C R l = 3 3 
(mv)-l/2p 32A, 
for SR .. QD-PBIB Designs 
{ ,...!.._) 1/ 2P ' A' \ 2tm 31 for R-GD .. PBIB Designs 
{mv)-1/2p32A' 
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R 1 ;:: m~l/ZP'F' where Ft is as given in (2.8 1) and P' is a set of 4 4 · · · ... 4 
bk-b-t+l x 'bk orthogonal vectors from a bk x bk orthogo:qal matrix 
which diagonalizes rp ""1F 'F. Cc,>nsider the operation* g(Y, e} to be 
bk:m 
--2·-· l..;1 -1/2 [ .. , - "if-1 ... (Ir} i g(Y, 0 } ;:: ( 21T} · 'r' exp -2 -(Y -µ) 1PP t.,.. PP '{Y -µ}] 
where P is an orthogonal m~trix defined above. 
We shall now consider each of the three type of gl."oup divisible 
designs separately us,ing the results we have derived so fa.r in general. 
Singular Group Divisible Partially Balanced Incomplete Block Designs. 
In Appendix 1I P '•P is shown to be of the form as given in Table 
VIII. 
Table VIII 
Un <I> cj> cj> <p <I> cp 
4> u22 <I> <j> <I> cj> <I> 
<I> cj> u33 u34 cj> <I> <I> 
<I> <I> u43 U44 <p <I> cp 
cp cp cp cp U55 cj> cp 
cj> <I> <I> <I> <I> u66 cj> 
cj> <I> <I> cj> cj> cp u77 
2 2 2 2 Un== {(J" + tnkcr 1 + mr(J"2 + m(r3) 
2 2 2 
U22 ;:: (er + mkcr l + mO" 3 }Ico+ci 
2 2 -1 2 2 u 33 = [<r t tnk(J" 1 + mk (rk - x.2t)0"' 2 + mo-)Ig~l 
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... 1 1/2 1/2 2 
u 34 ::; u 43 = mk (rk - "-zt) ( "-2t) (Tig-1 
-1 2 2 2 
U 44 = [ m~ "-2tcr 2 + mo-3 + cr ]lg ... 1 
2 2 
U 66 = (o:- + mer 3)Ibk-b-t+l 
2 
U 77 = rr 1bk(m-l) 
We must now determine the form of p•;;·1P. To evaluate this 
v -1 'V'-1 v"'"l 
we note that (P'.,.P) = P'~ P. The form of P'~ Pis given in 
Table IX. 
Form of P 1;t·lp for S;i.ngular GD-PBIB Designs: 
Table IX 
WU <I> q> <I> <I> <I> cj> 
<I> w22 q> <I> <I> <I> <I> 
<I> <I> w33 w34 cj> cj> cj> 
cj> cj> W43 w44 <I> <I> c/> 
cj> cj> <l> </> W 55 c/> cj> 
cj> cj> cj> cj> cj> w66 cj> 
cj> c/> c/> cj> <I> c/> w77 
where 
2 2 2 2 -1 
w 11 = (er + mkcr 1 t mrtT 2 + mcr 3) 
2 2 2 -1 
W 22 = (er + mko-1 + mo-3) Ico+c{ 
-1 2 -1 2 2 .. 1 W 33 = d1 (o- t mk x. 2tcr 2 + mer 3) Ig ... l 
2 2 2 -1 
W 55 :::, (m:r(T 2 + m.cr 3 + <F ) 1g(n-1} 
2 2 ... 1 
W 66 ::. (o:- + ma-3) 1bk-b ... t+l 
W 77 =: [ cr 2 ] -1rbk(m-l) 
Evaluating P 1(Y - µ.) we have 
p '(Y - µ} --
1/2 (bkm} (y ... - µ.) 
(km)-l/Zpa X 1Y 
21 1 
(km) -l/ 2P I X 1Y 
22 1 
( ~}l/2pi A'Y X.lm 31 
(rm} -l/ 2P 32A 'Y 
P 1 Y 5 
Performing the multiptication (Y-µ.) 1PP 1~Z--1PP 1(Y-~) = q (say), we 
have 
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· 2 2 2 2 -1 2 q = (bkm)(O" + mk(J' 1 + mrO" 2 + m(J'} (y. . . - µ) 
[ 2 2 -1 -2 + m( er + InO" ) ] Y 'FP P I F 1Y + er y 'P p I y 3 4 4 . . 5 5 
k [. 2 2 . . -1 ) 4 2] --1 r t t +( X.ztm) er +mkcr 1 +mk {rk .. X.2tcr2 +m0"3 dl YAP31P 31AY 
+ [ rm(mrcr~ + rnO"; + 0"4)] -ly lAP 32P 32A 'Y 
Defin~ the eight statistics s. (i = 1, 2, ... 8) as follows: 
:J. 
sl :;: y ... 
s4 = ( x.)m )Y 1AP 31P 31A 1Y 
s 5 = (rm)-lY 1AP32P 32A 1Y 
.. 1 
s - m Y 1FP P I F 1Y 6 - 4 · 4 
s7 = Y'P5P5Y 
if b > g. not defined if b = g. 
s 8 = [k .. z(rk.,. x.2t)] 1/ 2Y 1X1Pz2P:uA 1Y 
2 2 2 These ~ight $tatistics aFe sufficient for the parameters µ, er , r.r 1, O' 2, 
2 
and o- 3 , 'l'p.is follows from ( 7] and we shall show that these eight 
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statistics form a minimal set of sufficient statistics by following the 
same procedure as we had for the BiB designs. 
g(Y • (;)) may be written in the form. 
1 k 
g(Y, 8);:; P(Q) Q(Y) e~p [ .. - :E. v.(O)u.(Y)] 
2 i;:;l l l, 
A necessary c!-nd sufficient condition for the set of sufficient statis-
tics ui (Y) to be minimal for g(Y, e) is that there exist no non .. zero con-
stants al' a,. 2, ••. , ak, c, such that 
(IV) 
k 
:E a.v.(19) ;:; c. 
i:;:l l 1 
Thus it is enough to prove that for the followi!fg nine functions: 
[ 2 2 2 . 2 -1 v1 ;:; CT + rnkCT 1 + mrCT 2 + mCT3J 
2 2 -1 2 2 -1 
v 3 :::r [ CT + mk01 1 + mk (rk - x. 2t)CT Z + mtr 3Jd1 
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(IV) is not true for any a1, a 2, ... , a 9, and c except w:tien all vanish. 
In (V) it is clear thatµ appears only in v9 . Since vl' v 2, •.. , v 8 
are homogeneous functions pf <T, IT1, {l' 2, and (f 3 of degree -2, the con-
stant c can only be zero. 
Effect the linear transformation, 
2 
X = (j 
2 . 2 2 
u = m r <T 2 + m<r 3 + er 
The functions in (V) become: 
>..2t -1 
v 1 = xyuw[ zw + rk (z - y)(y ... w) ]D 
X.2t -1 
v 2 = xzuw[ zw + rk {z - y)(y ... w)]D 
(rk - X.zt) ... 1 
v 3 =xyzuwfy- rk· (z-y)]D 
· >..2t -1 
v 4 = xyzuw[w:+ rk (z - y)JD 
z - y -1 
v 5 = -2xyzuw[.-- ]D mr 
>..zt · 1 
v 6 = xyzu[ zw + r k ( z - y )( y ... w) JD .. 
>..zt -1 
v 7 = yzuw[ zw + rk (z - y)(y - w) ]D 
>..2t 1 
v8 =xyzw[zw+ rk (z-y)(y-w)Jn"" 
where D 
A. 2t 
= xyzuw( zw + r1c' (z - y)(y - w)]. 
Ob th h 2 2 l . 2 2 serve at t e term xy uw appears on y 1n v1, xz u w appears 
1 . 22 1· 2 2 1 · d on y 1n v 2, xy z w app~ars op. y 1n v6, yz uw appears on y 1n v 7, an . 
2 i l . xyz w appears ony1nv8 . 
mutually linearly indepenq.ent of v 3 , v 4 , ancl v 5 . Now observe that 
after removing the common factor xyzuw i n v 3, v 4 , and v 5 , these are 
also linearly independent, thereby proving that (IV) is n ot t r ue unle ss 
a 1, a 2, 1 • • , a 7, and c vanish. This condition then implies the set 
of sufficient statistics defined in {IV) are minimal. 
Summarizing the results for singular GD-PBIB Designs, we have 
the following theorem and corpllar:i,es: 
Theorem 2: If an Eisenhart Model II is as sumetj. in a singular, group 
divisible, partially balanced incomplete block design with two 
associate c~asses, then there are eight statistics in a m inimal 
I 
set of sufficient statistics if b > g and seven statistics if b = g. 
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Corollary 2. 1. The explicit form of a set of minimal sufficient statistics 
for a s i ngular GD-PBIB design are a s follows: 
sl = y ... 
s 4 = ( A.;m) Y 1AP 31P 31A 1Y 
s 5 = (rrp)-lY 1AP 32P 32A 1Y 
s 7 = Y 1P 5P 5Y 
s 8 = (k- 2(rk - >..2t)] 1/ 2y 1x 1P 22P 31A 1Y or 
Corollary~- The distributions of eight statistics as given in Corol-
lary 2. 1 are as follows: 
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S2 ~ [(1' 2 + mkcr~ + mcr;J x~-g if b > g and is not defined if b = g. 
S3 ,..J 
2 . 2 2 -1 2 2 [ CT + mkCT 1 + mer 3 + mk (rk - >.. 2t)cr 2 ] X g-l 
S4 l"\J 
2 -1 2 2 [ er + mk >..2tcr 2 ] x g-l 
S5 ,v 
2 2 ? 
[ CT + mrcr 2] x g(n-l) 
S6 ,...,, 
2 2 2 
[ CT + mCT 3] X bk-b-t+l 
For proof of this corollary, see Appendix III. 
Corollary 2. 3. The statistics as defini;;d in Corollary 2. 1 are painwise 
independent except for the pairs (s 3, s 4), {s 3, s 8), 4nd (s 4, s 8). 
For proof of this corollary, see Appendix IV. 
Corollary 2. 4. The expectations of the eight statistics as ddined in 
Corollary 2. 1 are as follow!'!: 
44: 
. 2 
E{s 7) = pk(m- l)cr 
For proof of this corollary ~ee Appendi:x III. 
Semi-Resular GD-PBIB, Designs. 
In Appendix II P~P is shown to be of the form as given in Table X. 
Tabl~ X 
Ull cj> cj> cj> cj> cj> cj> 
cj> 0 22 cj> cj> cj> cj> cj> 
cj> cj> U 33 cj> 0 3s <I> cj> 
cj> cj> cj> u44 cj> cj> cj> 
cj> cj> us3 cj> uss cj> cj> 
cj> cj> cj> cj> <j> 0 66 cj> 
cj> cj> cj> cj> <j> cj> u77 
where 
2 2 2 2 
u 11 = (er + mkcr 1 + mrcr2 + ma-3) 
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u 22 ;:: (cr2 + mkcr~ + m0';)1co+ci 
_ [ 2 . 2 -1 . . 2 2] U 33 - O' + mko- 1 + mk (r - 7,_)0' 2 + mer 3 Ig(n-l) 
-1[ . . -1/2 2 
U 35 = U 53 ;:: mk (r - X.l)v] er 2Ig(n .. l) 
2 2 2 
U 44 = (cr + mrO' 2 + ma-3)Ig-\ 
2 2 2 
USS = (mvO' 2 + mO' 3 + O' )Ig(n•\) 
Z 2 
U 66 ;:: (cr . + mer 3)Ibk-b-t+l 
~-l , 9 -1 · In order to determine :P'1;,. P; we a.hall use the relation (l::r',si,P) = 
P~-1P. The form of :p•~.,..1P is givl;ln in Table ~I. 
Table XI 
WU <I> <I> <I> <I> <f> <f> 
<I> w22 cj> cp qi <f> <I> 
cp cp W 33 <f> W 35 cp <f> 
cp cp cj> W44 cj> <I> <I> 
cj> cj> W53 cf> W55 cj> <I> 
cj> cj> cj> cp cj> w66 <I> 
cj> cp cj> cf> cp cp W77 
' 
"· wher~ 
. WU 
2 2 2 2 -l 
:;:(o- +mk0' 1 +mr<T 2 +mcr3 ] 
[ 2 2 2] .. 1 
W 22 = CT + mkcrl + m0'3 Ico+ci 
W [ 2 + 2 L 2] d""l I 33 ::: mvG'" 2 ma-3 ·r er 2 g(n .. l) 
[ 2 2 2] -1 W 44 = Ci' + mro-2 + mer 3 Ig-l 
[ 2 2 -1 W 66 ::: er + mer) Ibk-b-t+l 
-2 
W 77 = CT 1bk(m-l) 
4 22 22 22 2 22 d 2 = cr + mkCT CT 1 + :qirCT CT 2 + Zmcr O'" 3 + m {rk ... r + x.1)o- 1cr 2 
We shall now ascertain the form P '(Y .. µ). This is equal to: 
P'(Y-µ} = 
', 
-1/2 (bkm) {y. . . - µ) 
(km)-l/ZP21X1Y 
(km) -1/ 2P t X ty 
23 1 
(mr)-l/Zp, A'Y 
31 
(mv)-l/ 2P 1 A 1Y 
32 
m-l/ZP4F 1Y 
P 1 Y 5 
Performing the multiplication we have for (Y-µ)PP ,~-lpp '(Y-jj.) = q, 
' 
where 
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Defi:qe the eight statistics s. = (1, 2, 3, ... , 8) as follows: 
1 
s 4 = (mr) ... 1Y 1AP 31P 3iA'Y 
(III 1) 
s 5 = (mv)-lY 'AP 32p32A iy 
s7 = Y'P5P5Y 
s 8 = [mk·l/\r - X.1)1/ 2]Y 1X1P 23P 32A 1Y 
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These eight statistics are sufficient for the parameters I-Lt 2 O"' , 
2 2 2 
0"' 1, ir2, 0"'3' This follow~ from [7 ], and we sha.11 show that these eight 
statisti<;:s form a minirpal set of sufficient statistics by following the 
same J?l!Ocedure as we had for the BIB designs. 
g(Y, f)) may be written in the form 
(IV') 
A necessary and sufficient condition. for the set of sufficient statis-
tics ui (Y) to be minimal for g(Y, e) is that there exists no non-zero 
c:onstants a1, a 2, . . . , ak, c suc:h that 
k 
E a.v.(B.)= c. 
i::;: 1 1 1 1 
Thus it is enough to prove that for the following nine functions: 
2 --1 ( V ') v 5 ::: ~ 2,r z d 2 
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(IV t) is not true for any a 1, azt ... , a 9, a.ri.d c except when all vanish. 
In (V 1) it is clear that µ appears only in v 9 . Since Vp v 2,' .•. , v 8 
are homogeneous functions of er, 0'"1, <T 2, a;nd er 3 of degree ... z, the con• 
stant c can only be zero. 
Effect the linear transformation, 
2 
X :;::; (T" 
2 2 
w:;::; er + mcr3 
The functions in {V 1) become: 
v1 == (xyuw)[ zw + ; (~~ - y)(y ... w) Jo-1 
v 2 = {xzuw)[ zw + ;;'.'.: {z - y)(y - w))P-l r 
v 3 = (xyzuw)[y -
{r - ~l) ... 1 
iik {z - y)] D 
V -1 V4 = xyzuw[w + r {z - y)]D 
[ z - y -1 v 5 = -2xyzuw · . ]D mr 
V. •l 
v 6 = xy zu[ zw + r ( z - y )( y - w)] D 
V wl 
v7 = yzuw[ zw + r {z - y)(y ... w]D 
V · •l Vg = xyzw[ zw + r (z ... y)(y ... w)]D 
where 
v2 
o-- = xyzuw[zw + rk (z .. y)(y - w)] 
By following the process exactly similar to that for S-GD-PBIB 
designs we can conclude the set of sufficient statistics defined in (IV 1) 
are minimal. Hence from the above discussions we have the following 
theorems and corollaries. 
Theorem l· In a semi ... regular group divisible, partially balanced in-
complete block design with two associate classes there are eight 
statistics in a minimal set of sufficient statistics if b > t ... g + l 
and seven statistics in a minimal set if b = t - g + l. 
Corollary 3. 1. The explicit form of the statistics in a minimal set of 
sufficient statistics in a SR-GD-PBIB design are as follows: 
sl = y ... 
s = yip P 1 Y 7 . 5 5 
s 8 = [m 2k- 2(r .. ~'l)]l/Zy•x1P 23P 32A 1Y = k .. 1Y 1X1N 1P 32P 32A 1Y 
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Corollary 3. 2. The distribution of each of the statistics as given in 
Corollary 3.1 is as follows: 
2 2 . 2 2 
{c; + mkcrl + mc,3) x(b-t+g-1) 
2 2 -1 · 2 2 2 [c; + mkc, 1 + mk (r .. h.1)c;2 + m<T3 ] Xg(n-l) 
2 2 2 
[ O" + m<T z] X (g-1) 
2 2 2 
[ <T + mv<T z] X g{n-1) 
2 2 2 
[ er + m<r 3] X (bk-b-t+l) 
2 
er 
2 
X [ bk(m-1)] 
s 8 ,._, :I:.ai xf1) where the c\.i are the.non•zero characteristic 
roots of z-1(A 7 + A 7);'. where A 7 = k-1x1N 1P 32P 32A' ~ 
For proof of this corollary, se~ Appendix III. 
Corollary 3. 3. The eight statistics as given in Corollary 3. 1 are 
__,..... 
pairwise independent except for the pairs (s 3, s 5), (s 3, s 8 ), and 
For proof of this corollary, see Appendix IV. 
Corollary 3. 4. The expectations of the eight stc1,tistics as given in 
Corollary 3. 1 are as follows: 
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2 2 E(s 5) = g(n - l)[cr + mvcr-2 ] 
2 E(s 7) = O" [bk(m .. l)] 
]for proof pf this corollary, see Appendix III. 
Regular OD-PBIB Designs, 
In order to derive the elements of P 1~P, we shall make use of 
the results derived for S and SR-GD-PBIB designs. P '~P will be of 
the form as given in Table XII. 
Table XII 
Un cp cp cp cp cp cp cp 
cp u22 cp cp cp cp cp cp 
cp cp u33 cp u3s cp <t, <p 
cp cp cp U44 cp .u46 cp cp 
cp <f> us3 cp U55 cp </> </> 
cp cp cp u64 cp u66 cp cp 
cp cp cp cp cp .<I> U77 <p 
cp <j> <j> <j> <j> cf> cp uss 
where 
53 
. 2 2 -1 2 2 U 33 = [ er + rnker 1 + rnk (rk .. A2t)er 2 + mcr3]Ig-l 
... .,.. -1[ ... . 1/2 2 u35 - u53 ""T rnk (rk A2t)A2t] <rzlg .. l 
2 .. 1 . 2 2 2 
U 44 = [ rnkcr 1 + mk (r ... ~}a- 2 + rnO" 3 + cr ]Ig(n-l) 
... ljz . 1/2 2 
U46=U64==mk. [(r->..l)v] CT2Ig(n-l} 
-1 2 2 2 U 55 = [ mk A2tu 2 + rncr 3 + er ]Ig-l 
2 2 2 
U 66 = [ mvO" 2 + mer 3 + er ]Ig(n-l} 
2 2 
U 77 = [ o-· + mtr ) 1bk-b-t+l 
2 
U 88 = er 1bk(m - 1) 
The form of P 1~-lp is given in Table XIII. 
Table XIII 
wu <I> <I> <I> <I> <I> <I> <I> 
<I> W 22 <I> <I> <I> <I> c/> <I> 
<I> <I> W33 <I> w35 <p <I> <I> 
<I> <I> cj> W44 <I> w46 <I> <I> 
<I> <I> . w;;3 <p w55 cp <I> <I> 
cj> <p <p w64 cj> w66 <p <p 
<p <p <I> <p <p <p W77 <I> 
<I> cj> <p <I> <p <p <p wss 
. [ •l 2 2 2 .. l . 
w33 = mk Azt<r2 +m<r3 +<r ]d1 lg-l 
W 3S':,;; w 53 :i: ... mk .. 1[ (rk .. Azt) Azt] l/Zd;l Q"~I -l 
. . . . g 
2 . 2 . Z -1 · 
W 44 = [mva-2 + mo-3 + o- ]dz 1g(n-l) 
. _ · _ [ -1/2[ i/2 Z . w16 -w64 - - mk · (r .. ~)v] ]o-2 Ig(n-l) 
[ 2 . 2 -1 2 2 -1 W 55 = _er + mko:- 1 + mk (J;"k - Ait)<T2 + mo-3J,d1 Ig-l 
[ 2 2 -1 . W 77 = o- + mv-3] 1bk-b-t+l 
.. z· 
W 88 = <T 1bk(m-l) 
d1 and d 2 are the same as those given in Singular and Semi-Regular 
GD-PBIB De1:1igns. respectively. 
Evaluating P'(Y - jj.), we have 
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p '{Y - jj.} = 
.... 
(km)-l/ 2P 21x:1Y 
(km}·l/Zpr X'Y 22 l 
(km}-l/ 2pr X'Y 23 l 
( ~)l/2pt A'Y 
X.2tm 31 
(mv)""1/ 2P 1 A'Y 32 
pry 
5 
Performing the muitiplication {Y-jj.} 'PP 1;-1PP 1(Y-µ} = q (say); 
we have 
2 . 2 2 2 -1 2 
q = (bkrn)(CT + mkCT 1 + mrO" 2 + mer 3) (y ... - µ) 
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Define the ten statistics as follows: 
sl = Y• .• 
(not defip.ed for b = t) 
s5 = X \m Y'AP31P31A'Y 
(III") . 2 
s 6 = (mv)-lY 'AP ;3zP 32A 'Y 
-1 
s = m Y 1FP P'F'Y 7 4 4 
s 8 = Y'P5P 5Y 
s9 = [ k ... z(rk - >..2t)Jl/2y 'X1P 22P 31A ty 
slO = [k .. \r - >i)]l/2yrxlP23p32A'Y 
2 2 These ten statistics are: sufficient for the parameters p., o- , v it 
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cr-~, er~. This follows from [ 7], and we shall show that these ten 13ta.-
tistics form a minimal set of $ufficient statistics by following the same 
proced:q.re as we had for the BIB designs. 
g(Y, e) may be written in the form 
(IV 11) 1 k g(Y, 8) =P(O)Q{Y) exp[-2- ~ v.(O)u.(Y)] 
i= 1 1 1 
A n,ecessary and sufficient condition for the se,t of sufficient sta .. 
tis tics ulY) to be minimal for g(Y, ~) is that there ezj,st nq non-zero 
constc;1.nts al' a 2, ... , ak' c such that 
k 
~ a.v.(0.) = c . 
i= l 1 · 1 1 
Tb.us it is enough to prov~ that for the following eleven functions, 
(IV") is not true for any a 1, a 2, ... , a11 and c except when all vanish. 
In (V") it is clear that µ appears only in v11. Since Vp v 2, ... , v10 
are homoge)leous functions of IT, q-1, (J" 2, ail.d -0" 3 of degree ... z, the con~ 
stant c can only be zero. 
I 
Effect the linear transformation, 
2 
X = O" 
·. 2 2 2 . 2 Z':=(J" +mkG" 1 +r.nr(J"2 +im0" 3 
2 2 2 
1,1 = mkO"" 2 + mo- 3 + o-
2 2 
w = er + :i;nO'" 3 
The functions in (V") l;>eco:i;net 
6 . -1 
v1 = xyuw[ zw + rk (z ... y){y - w) ]D 
v 2 = xzµw[ zw + :k (z - y)(y - w)]D-l 
v 3 = xyzuw[w + 
>..2t . -1 
rk (z - y)]Dl . 
.. -1 
v4 = xyzuw[w + v (z ... y)JD 2 
[ z - y ]D •l v 5 = - 2xyzuw mr 1 
[ z • y ]D-1 v 6 = - 2xyzuw mr 2 
[ 6 -1 v 7 = xyzu zw + rk (z .. y)(y .. w)]D · 
v 8 = yzuw[ ?!W + 
v9 = xyzuw[ y -
6.. -1 
-. (z ... y)(y - w)]D 
rk 
{r .. >..l) -1 
· rk (z - y} ]D 2 
rk - >.. 2t 1 
v10 = xyzuw[ y - rk {z .. y) Jn; 
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where D1 and D 2 are the same as D defined for singular and semi-
regular GD-PBIB Designs, respectively. Din this section can take 
value D1 or D 2 as 6 takes the values }..2t or kv, respectively. 
Ob h h 2 2 1 . 2 2 serve t at t e term xy uw appeal:"s on.y 1n v1, xz uw appears 
1 . 22 1· d 2 2 1 · on y 1n v 2, xy z u appears on y 1n v 7, an yz uw appears on y 1n v 8 . 
This implies vl' v 2, v 7, and v 8 are mutually linearly independent of 
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v 3, v 4, v 5, v 6 , v9, v10 . Now observe that after removing the common 
factor xyzuw in v 3, y 4, v 5, v 6 , v 9 , and v10, t~ese are a ls o linearly 
independent, thereby proving that (IV'? is not true unless a 1, a 2, . .. , all 
and c vanish. This condition then implies the set of suffic;ient statistics 
defined in (IV 1') are minimal. 
Hence from th~ above discussions we have the following theorem 
and corollaries. 
Theorem 4: Under the assµmption of an Eisenhart Model II in a regular 
I 
group divisible, partially balanced incomplete block design with 
two associate classes, there are ten statistics in a minimal set 
of sufficient st4 tistics if b > t a n d nine statisti cs in a m inim al set 
if b = t. 
Corollary 4.1. A set of minimal sufficient statistics for a r e gular, 
grpup divisible, partially balanced inc omplete block d esign is as 
follows: 
sl = Y· .. 
if Q > t, not defined if b = t. 
s5 = Afm Y'AP31P11A'Y 
s = (mv)-lY'AP P' A'Y 6 32 32 
Corollary ~ The distributions of the ten statistics as defined in 
Corollary 4. l ar~ as follows.: 
[ . -1 2 2 2 2 N µ., (bkm) (IT + mk.<r 1 + mro-2 + mtr~)] 
2 2 2 Z [o- + mko-1 + mg-3] X(b-t) if b > t, not defined if b = t 
2 2 -1 . . 2 Z Z [ cr- + mka- 1 + mk (rk .. :>...4t)(l'" 2 + mo-'§] X (g-l) 
·[ 2 2 .. 1 2 2] 2 
e,· + rnko- 1 + mk. (r - ~)tr 2 + mtl" 3 X [ g(n•l)] 
2 -1 2 2 [G" +mk. "-zwz] X(g-1) 
2 2. 2 
[ <r + mva- 2] X [ g(n•l) f 
2 2 2 [o- +m0"3] X[bk-b-t+l] 
2 
(j 
s 9 rJ E .a1 X fl) where a1 are the non-aero charaat~:l:-istiG roots 
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s 10 rJ 2:: bi X fl) where bi are the non-zerq charaGtedstic roots 
of 2""\B1 + B{_); where B1 = k-1x1N 1P 32P 32A '· 
· Fo:r proof see Appendi;x: III. 
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Corollary 4. 3. The ten statistics as defit:l,ed in Corollary 4. l are 
pairwise independent except for the pairi; (s 3, s 5), (s 3, s 9), (s 4, s 6 ), 
(s4, slO), (s5, s9)' ~ (s6, slO). 
For proof see Appendix IV. 
Coronary 4. 3. The expectations of the ten statistics as defined in 
_..,..._ • • r 
Corollary 4. l are as follows: 
2 2 2 E( s z) = (b - t)(o- + rnk<r 1 + mo- 3) if b '> t, not defined if b = t. 
2 E( s 8 ) r: b~(rn - l)o-
2 -2 2 . E(s 9) = m k >.. 2t(rk .. \l)cr (g .. 1) 
3 . -2 2 E(s10) = g(n - l)rn (r - ~)(rk - r + ~)k er 2 
For proof of this corollary see Appendix '.Ill, 
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APPENDIX I 
To sh,ow that P 'P = I, let P 'P = (p .. ) i, j = 1, . . . , 6, (BIB). lJ 
. Diagoni:1,l Terms 
Pu = (bkm)-l/ 2J~kmJ~km(bkm)-l/ 2 = (bkm)-\bkm) = 1 
P2z = (km)-l/2P21XlXlP2l(km)-l/2 = (km)-\mP2lp21 = Ibqt 
_ ) -1/ 2 I I -1/ 2 _ -1 I .. _ 
p 33 - (km P 22x1x1P 22(km) - (km) kmP 22P 22 - It-l 
k )l/2P'A'AP ( k )1/2 - k P' [X'X -1 -lNN']P P 44 = ( X.tm 3 3 x.tm - X.tm 3 2 2 - m k · 3 
k 
Off-Diagonal Terms 
_ -1/2 1 .. 1/2 _ 1 _ 
P13 - (bkm) JbkmXlP 22(km) - c2Jbp 22 - cj> 
. _ -1/ 2 1 k 1/ 2 _ 1 _ 
Pl4 - (bkm) JbkmAP3[ Um] - c3JtP3 - cj> 
63, 
64, 
= cJ> 
-1/2 1 p = (bkm) · J P = <p 16 bkm 5 
- (k )-l/2pt X'X p (k )-1/2 - (' )-l(k ) I p - ,h P23 - m 21 1 1 22 m - Km m p21 22 - '+' 
-1/2 -1/2 P - (km) P I X 1F ;p ( m) - ,h 35 - 22 l .. 4 - '+' 
- P' [xtx -1k-1x 1 x N 1) -1... -l -lk(X'X -lk-1x•x N' 1'1 
- c5 3 2 3 - m · 2 l .. m 11. t 2 2 - m ·2 l J 
-1 ,..1 -1 -1 -1 ..... 1 -1 -.1 --1 
= c 5P 3(L,.. m. k -NM - m X. t k(mr\ - m k NN 1)(L -m k NM)JP 4 
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[ -1 _, -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 2 
= c 5P 3 L - m k -NM - m X. t k(mrlt ... m k m (r-X.)It 
= <I> 
( k )1/2 'A'P "' P 46 = ktm P 3 · 5 = "' 
... 1/2 P - m p , F 'P - <I> 56 - 4 5 -
Hence PP 1 = Ibkm and therefore P I is an orthogonal matrix. 
To shl,)w Pt is an. orthogonal matrix for each of the three types of 
GD-PBIB designs, let P I be transferred to the following form after com-
btning the partitio~s of Q 2 and Q3" 
p = 
(bkm)-l/2J~km 
(mk)-l/ 2P 2x1 
C P'A' 3 3 
pt 
5 
where, 
(i) P 2 is b .. l x b set of orthogonal vectors from an orthogonal 
matrix Oz corresponding to the characteristic roots of N'N other than 
2 / m rk.. 
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(ii) P 3, t-1 x t set of orthogonal vectors from an orthogonal matrix 
Q 3 corresponding to the characteristic roots of NN 1 other than m4'rk, 
(iii) 
( k )1/ZI cj> X2tm g-1 
cj> -1/2 (mr) Ig(n-l) 
(mr(l/2! 1 g- cj> 
C = 
3 
cj> -1/2 (mv) Ig(n-l) 
_k_ )1/2! 
x.2tm g-1 
<I> 
<I> 
-1/2 (mv) Ig(n-l) 
Let P 1P = {p .. ), i, j = 1, 2, ... • 5. lJ 
P = (bkm)-1/ 2J 1 Jbkm (bkm) -l ,::: (bkm}-\bkm) = 1 11 bkm l 
-1/ 2 l -1/2 p14 = (bkm) JbkmFP 4m 
for S designs 
for SR designs 
for R designs . 
= canst. 1 [ -1 .. 1 I . · k r ) Jbkm X3 - m k X1X1X3 - {rk-rli\.1}m (AA X3 
k[ >-1 - x.z] 
- ~2t(rk-r+Xi_)m A[ Bo + Bl] 'A 'X3] 
= <I> 
-1/2 -1/2 P = (mk) P 1 X 1FP m = ,1. 24 2 l 4 'I' 
P - m-l/2P'F tp - ,i. 45 - 4 5 - "' 
· This follows from the fact x.1F = O, 
X 1 F - O 2 -
Hence PP 1 = ~km. 'l'her~~ol:'e P ! is ~P orthpg;onf!l ma,,trix, 
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APPENDIX II 
The derivation of P '~P: Letting P 1~P = (A .. ) i, j = 1, 2, . . . , 6 • lJ 
we shall then have for each i and j the following. 
(5) Al5 = m -l/2(bkm)-l/2J~km~FP 4 
= m-1/2(bkm) .. 1/2J~k:m~[X3 .. m .. lk·lxlM - m-lx.-lt-lk(Xz 
6$ 
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= <I> 
(7) A 22 = (km) ... 1P 21X1~x1P 21 
= ( k) -1 I XI [ X X t 2 X X .I 2 X XI 2 2 . ] 
- m p21 1 1 l(jl + 2 2rr2 + 3 3fT3 + rr I XlP21 
- ( k) ... 1-nt [ 2k 2 21 NN* 2 MM 1 2 k 2I] 
- m r 21 m er l b + er 2 + (j 3 + m er P 21 
_ -1 1 [ 2 2 2 , 2 2 2 . 2 J 
- (mk) P 21 m k cr 1Ib + NN <r2 + m k(jib + mkcr Ib P 21 
_ ( k) .. 1 1 1 2k 2 2! . N 'N 2 , 2k 2I k 2 ] p 
- m p 21.,m o- l b + er 2 -r m er 3' b + m er Ib 22 
= <I> 
_ ..:1/ 2 k 1/ 2 I . 1-.;;I (9 ) A24 - (km) ( X.tm) P 2lxl.,..AP 3 
- pt N'[ I -lk""1NN 1) 2 + P 1 M(L 1 .. ik .. 1M 1Nn 2P 
- c 4 21 rm t - rn p 3fJ' 2 c 4 21 ... m · ,<r 3 3 
..,. pt N 1NP 2 P 1 (ML 1 *"1k"'1MM 1N 1)P 2 
- C 5 21 2 2cr 2 + C 4 21 - m 30"' 3 
= <I> 
= cj> 
- -1/2 I 1-..i -(11) A26 - (km} P 21Xr'i''P 5 -· cj> 
3 -1 2 2 2 2 4 2 2 
= [km (r - \)] [m km (r-\)It ... 1cr 1 + m (r-X.) It-{' 2 
2 2 2 2 2 
+ m km (r .. :>._)It ... 1cr 3 + mkm (r-l)It-lcr J 
[ 2 • 2 . ) ] 1/ 2 2 ::: m k X.t(r ... >,_ o·z1t-l 
·- P' N '[ x • 2 x x' z .L x· x • 2 . 2] [ x - .. 1, .. -1x M 
- C 8 3 Xl Xl l er l + 2 20' 2 1 3 3(J" 3 I- er 3 m /.\. l 
'10 
2 
3 
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-1 -1 -1 -1 .... 1 -1 -1 
::; c 8P 3NM[mibk- m k M 1M .. m >.. t k(L' - m k M 1N 1) 
(L - m-lk ... 1NM)]P 4 
[ -1 -1 -1 = c 8P 3 mNM - mNM - m >.. t k(NML ... NML)] P 4 
k I [ 2 - 2 2 t · t) ] 2 Urn P 3 >.. k m (tit - Jt)(tit - Jt P 3cr 2 
+ P 3[L - m'"'1k-lNM][L 1 - m ... lk-1M 1N']P 3o-~ + o- 2It-l 
= X.;m {P3[x.2k- 2m 2t(tit - Ji)]P 3cr~+ P 3[LL 1 - Jn-lk-lLM 1N 1 
-1 -1 ... z -2 ] 2 1 2 
--m k NML 1 +m k NMM 1N 1 cr 3 H 3j+:<T.\-l 
-1 2 · l [ 2 •l J -1 I -1 '] . • 2 k 
= k X.mtcr 2It-l + P 3 m rit - k NN - k NN + k NN F 30"'3 Um 
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(17) A = ( ~ )112 -l/2p I A '~FP 45 >..tm m 3 ~ 4 
[ -1 -1 [ -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 
=c9P 3 L-m k NM] mibk .. m k M 1M-m A. t k(L 1 
... m-~k-lM'M .. ;m-lX.-lt-1k(L 1 - m-lk-lM 1N')(L - m-1k"'1NMJJP4 
[ -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 { 2 -1 -1 2 
= c9P 3 mL .. m k LM 1M - m ~ t k m rL - :rn k m rNM 
- m-lk ... 1LM 1N 1L + rn-zk ... 2LM 1N 1NMJ- k-1NM :-
+ rn'"' 2k'"" 2NMM 1M + m .. \-\.-lt-1k(NML 1L - m""'1k-1NML 1NM 
-1 -1 -l -1 2 -1 -1 
=c9P 3[mL-k NM-m X. t k(m rL-mk tNM-k NN 1L 
[ -1 -1 -1 -1 2 -1 .. 1 2[. = c9P 3 mL- k NM - m X. t k(m rL - mk rNM ... k m (:r-}..)\ 
[ -1 -1 -1 -1 2 -1 = c9P~ mL - k NM - m X. t k(m rL·- mk ·rNM 
-1 2 -2 
- k m (r-X.)L + mk (r-X.)NM)]P 4 
[ -1 · -l -1 .. 1 2 r-X. = c9P 3 mL - k NM ... m X. · t km (r .. T)L 
. = cj> 
-1 ,../ {18) A 55 = m P 4F '""'FP 4 
_··--lP'F'(X'X 2 ·XX' 2 +xx-1 2 + 2I)FP 
-m .4 llo-1+ ·220-2 33V'3·a' 4 
- m .. 1P 1F'X X 1FP CT 2 + m-1P•F 1·FP <r 2 
- 4 33 43 4 4 
... 1 1 1...J (19) A 56 = m rP 4F "r'p S 
~ P'F 1X P 2 
- 4 3 4(1' 3 
-l/ZP'F'(X Xt 2 X X 1 · 2 + X X' 2·+ 2...)P "' 
= m 4 1 1(1' l + 2 zrr 2 3 30" 3· O"~l 5 = "' 
2 
= (j 1bk(m-1)'. 
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The q.erivation of P 1~P for S-GD-PBlB Designs: Letting 
P 1~P = (A .. ) i, j = 1, 2, . . . , 7, we shall then have for each i and j lJ 
the fqllowing. 
{l) All = (bkm)-l/2J~km~Jikm {bkm}'·l/ 2 
{bk )-1 1 [XX' 2 X X' 2 X X'· 2 2 lJ. bkm 
= m Jbkm 1 10'"1 + 2 20-2+ 3 ,3cr3+ CJ" 1~ l 
... 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
= (bkm) [bkm <Tl+ tr m CJ"z + bkm CJ" 3 + bkm<T J 
= cj> 
-1/2 -1/2 1 ...-1· (3) A13 = (km) {bkm) Jbkm.,,,x1P 22 
2 2 2 . 2 1 
= c1(cr + mkcr 1 + mr0"2 + mcr3)JbP 22 
= cj> 
k 1/2 -1/2 1 -..1 (4 ) Al4 == Ct2tm ) (bkm) Jbkm.,,,AP31 
= czJtkm[XlXl(j~ + XzX:zCJ"~ + X3X3cr; + o- 2I]AP31 
= cj> 
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-1/2 . -1/2 l ...; (5) A15 = {rnr) (blan) Jbkm.,,..AP 32 
[ 2 2 2 2 1 
= c 3 O" + mko- 1 + rnr0" 2 t rn0" 3]JbkrnAP32 
:;: cj> 
-1/2 -1/2 1 ...; (6) A16 = {bkrn} rn Jbkrn.,,..FP 4 
= c4J~krn[X1XiO"i + XzXior~ + X3X30"; t o-21]'.FP 4 
2. 2 2 2 1 
= c4[0- + rnko-1 + rnr<T2 + rnQ"'3]JbkrnFP 4 
= cj> 
{bk }-1/2 1 ...; I (7) A17 = rn Jbkrn.,,..p5 = <p 
= (rnkf"lp2lxl[X1Xio-f + X2X20"~ t X3X30"; + 1/IJX1Pz1 
:;:: {rnk)""1[rn 2k 2Q'" 21 + rn 2ko- 23 + rnkcr2]I + t CQ Cl 
2 2 2 
= [ rn kcr 1 + m0"'3 + O" ] I + , CO cl 
(9) A 23 = (rnk)-1P 21xptx1P 22 
= (mk(1PziX{[ X1X1<Ti + X 2X2<T~ + X 3X3u-; + 0"2r] X1P 22 
= (rnk)-1P 21{ ~2k 2crfrb + N N 'u-~ + MM •a{+ rnko-2rb] P 22 
75 
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P a [ N rx1 2 M r 2] [ -1 -1 Ni] 
= co 21 l"2 + X3cr3 Xz - m k Xl 1?31 
- pt N'[ I .. 1k-1NN'] 2 p I M( l -1k .. 1 .: ') 
- co 21' rm t - m er 2P 31 + co 21 L .,. m . M N P 31 
=<j> 
= <I> 
(12) A = (mk)-l/ 2P 1 X'1FP m-l/Z 
· 26 21 1 4 
[ -1 -1 k -1 -1 = c P 1 M X 1 X .. m k M'M .. (L 1 - m k M 1N 1) 2 21 ~ 4 (rk-r+>,_)rn 
k(>.. - >.. ) . 
(L-m"'1k ... 1NM)- l 2 {L 1 -rn-lk-1M 1N 1) (rk-r+>..1)>..2tm 
{Bo+ Bl) •(L - m"'1k -lNM)] P 4 
=<I> 
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= [mk<Ti + m<T; + <T 2]Ig-l + P 22N 1NP 22<T~{mk)-l 
2 2 . 2 2 . -1 
= [ mk<r 1 + m(J" 3 + IT ]Ig-l + m (rk ... x. 2t)(mk} Ig-l 
2 2 -1 2 2 
= [ O" + m k<T 1 + m k ( r k - X. 2 t )-0"" 2 + mo- 3 g g-l 
(14) A34 = (mk}-1/2p22Xl[X1Xl<Ti + X2X2<T~ + X3X3<T; + <T2I]AP31( X. ~m )l/2 
2 
= (mk)-1/2( x.;m )1/2p22N'[rml - m-\-1NN']<T~P31 
· = (mk)-1/\ X. \m )1/ 2[ (rk - x. 2t)m 2J-l/Zp 31NN 1[ rrnI - m -lk -l 
2 
NN 1]<T~P 31 
= (mk(l/\ x.)m //2[ (rk - x.2t)m 2J-l/Z<T~[ rmm 2(rk - x.2t) 
-1 -1 4 . 2 
- m k m (rk - x.2t) ]Ig-l 
k"'1 . 1/2 2 
= X. t [ r k - X. 2 t] m [ r k - r k + X. z t] <T 2r g-l 
2 
-1 1/2 2 
= mk [(rk - x. 2t)(X. 2t)] crz1g-l 
(15) A = {mk)-l/ 2p• X 1~A 1P (mr}-1/ 2 35 22 r'i" 3z . 
= (mk) .. l/2(mr>"'l/2p22Xi[Xl2({a-i + X2Xzo-i + X3X30-~ + 0"'2I]A'P3z 
.-1/2 · ... 1/2 2 .. 1/2 ··[ -1 -1 ] 
= (mk) (mr) [ (rk .. x.2t)m J P 31NN 1 rmI - m k NN 1 
= <j> 
= <j> 
(18) A43 = A34 
_ k · l/2 I I k 1/2 (l9 ) A44 - ( X:2tm ) p 31A ~AP 31( X. 2tm ) 
= ( x.\m )P 31A 1[x1x1o-~ + X 2X 2o-~ + x 3x 3o-; + cr 2I]AP 31 
2 
= ( \\m )P 31[(mrI - m-lk-1NN') 2o-~ + (L - m-lk-lNM)(Li. 
2 
-1 -1 . 2 -1 -1 2 
... m k M 1N 1)cr 3 + (mrI ... m k NN 1)0' ]P 31 
k_ . I [ 2 -2 2 2 2 2 -1 2 •l 2]T 
= A.ztm p31 m k A.2t (f2 + m k Azt0"3 + m\2tk 0- Lg-1 
-1 . 2 2 2 
= [ m k X. 2 ~Ei 2 + mer 3 + <.r ] I g- l 
[ _, -1 2 2 -1 -1 2 
= c 4P~31 (mrI - m 4 k NN') G"z + m(mrI - m k NN 1)0"3 
-1 -1 2 
+(rnr:j:-m k NN 1)o- JP 32 
= cp 
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(21) A46 = ( k )l/2p1 A'¥FP (m)-1/2 
A.ztm 31 · 4 
= ( A:tm )l/2p31A'[X1Xltri + X2X~o-~ + X3X3CT~ + cr2I]FP 4m .. l/2 
= <j> 
= <j> 
) _ )-1/ 2 ; tv ( ) -1/ 2 ( 2 3 ASS - ( m r P 3 2A ""'AP 3 2 m r 
-1 2 2 -1 -1 2 
= (mr) P 32(mrI - NN 1) cr 2 + m(mrI - m k NN 1)cr3 
-l -1 2 
+(mrI ... m k NN')o- ]P~z 
-1 2 2 2 2 2 2 
:::: (mr) [ m r O" 2 + m rcr 3 + rnra' ]Ig(n-l) 
= (mru-~ + mCT~ + cr 2)Ig(n-l) 
( 24) A = (mr) .. l/Zpi A•vFP (m)-l/2 56 · . 32 ""' 4 
= cp 
(26) A 66 = m ... 1/ 2P 4F 1~FP 4m .. l/Z 
_ -1/2 I [ I 2 f 2 1 2 2 -1/2 
- m P 4F X1X1cr l + X 2Xl, 2 + x 3x 3cr 3 + er l]FP 4m 
- .. 
1P 1F 1X X 1FP 2 + -lP'1F 'FP 2 
- m 4 3 3 40-3 m 4 4o:' 
( 2 7) A = m -l/ 2P IF 1.._,,P = ,1.. 
· 67 . 4 ~ 5 'i' 
2 (28) A77 = P5~P5 = a- Ibk(m-1) 
The derivation of P 1~P for SR-GD-PBIB Designs: Letting 
P~P = (Aij), i, j = 1, 2, ... , 7 we shall then have for each i. and j 
the same results as for S:-GD-PBIB Designs except the following . 
. = [mka-i +mo-~+ a- 2]Ig(n-l) + (mk)-1[m 2(r-\lJ6'~!g(n-l) 
2 -1 2 . 2 2 
= [ mka- 1 + mk (r•>,_)a-2 + m<r 3 + <r ]Ig(n-l) 
_ -1/2 . ·)-1/2 t l'V A 34 .... (mk) (mr P 23x1~AP31 
= (mk)-l/Z(mr)-l/2~ 23N 1[rmI - m"'1k ... 1NN 1]a-iP31 
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-1/2 -1/2 2 -1/2 [ -1 -1 ] 2 
= (mk) (mr) [m (r-x.1)] P12NN' rm! - m k NN 1 P 31cr 2 
= <I> 
).-1/2 )-1/2 I ,.._,, A 35 = (mk (mv P 23x1-9'AP32 
= m ... ~ ... t/ 2v-l/ 2[m 2(r•X.1)J-l/ 2P 32NN 1TrmI - m-1k ... 1N'N]P 32G'~ 
-2 ... 1j2 -1/2 wl/2[ [ 2 -1 -1 [ 2 ] 2] 
= m k v [ r ... ~1] rm m (r-... ~1)] - m k m (r-x.1 
.... 3/z -1/2 lj2 2 
= mk v [ r ... ~1] [ rk ... (r .. x.1) ]er z1g(n-l) 
= mk ... 1[ (r-X.1)(rk-r+~) J l,/Zo-~Ig(n-l) 
- ( ) .. 1 • t'9' A 44 - mr R 31A "i"AP 31 
.. 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 
= (mr) [ m r <T 2 + m r<T 3 + mri:r ]Ig-l 
2 2 2 
= (rnrer 2 + rn<T 3 + er ]Ig-l 
A55 = (mv) --lp32A J~AP 32 
.. 1 [ -1 ... 1 2 . -1 .. :1 2 
= (rnv) P 32 (rnr! ... rn k NN 1)(J" 2 + m(mrI - m k -NN'}{)'" 3 
-1 -1 2 . + (rnrI - m k ·NN')o- JP32 
-1 2 2 2 2 2 2 
= (rnv) [ rn v er 2 + rn ver 3 + mvc- J!g(-n-l) 
2 2 2 
= [rnvo-2 + rnrr3 + er Jig(nwl)" 
The derivation of P 1~P for R•GD .. PBIB Designs: This follows 
from the results derived for P 1;P in the case of BIB, S-GD-PBIB, 
and SR-GD-PBIB designs. 
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APPENDIX III 
DISTRIBUTIONS AND ..EXPECTATIONS OF THE s. 
1 
In this appendix we shaU find the distributions and expectations of 
each of the statistics in the minimal sets of sufficient statistics that we 
have found for the BIB and GD-BI~ designs. 
We shall first state a welhk.nown theorem which we shall use in 
deriving the distribution of each statistic. 
Theorem: If Y is distributed as the n;mltivariate normal, mean µ and 
covariance matrix~, then Y 1AY is distributed as the non-icentral 
X 2 with degrees of freedom k and non-centrality parameter X. if .A.~ 
is idempotent and where k is the rank of A and X. = z-1µ. 1Aµ. • [ 3]. 
1. sl = y .•. 
Since y ... is a linear comb~nation of normal variables y ... is 
distributed normally, mean µ. and variance (bkm)-1(cr 2 + mkcr~ + mro-~ 
2 -1 2 2 2 2 + mo-3) or s 1 r...1 N[ µ., (bkm) (er + mko- l + mrcr 2 + mcr 3). 
Distributior;i. of s 2 . Let A 2 = {km)°"1x2P 21P 21X( Then A 2A 2 = A 2. 
In order to apply the theorem we must show that: 
or ,.equivalently 
82. 
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- ( k)-2X p p I ( 2 2 2 t N'N 2 2k 2 k; 2·I) I I 
.,. m l 21 21 m k er l · O"' 2 t m er 3 t m er P 21P 21X1 
_ 2 l I I bkm, 2 k 2) .,.1 _ 
>..z - µ JbkmXlP 21P 21XlJ 1 \CT + <T 1 - cp 
Therefore s 2 ,v 
2 2 2 2 2 (er + mkcr 1 + m<r 3) x.b ... t; Therefore,. E(s 2) = (b-t)(i;r 
2 2 + mkcr 1 + m<iJ" 3 . 
-(k )- 2XP P' [ 2k 2 2 N•N 2 2k 2 ···k 2] .. P P 1 X 1 
- ·l+l 1 22 22 m crl+ o-z+m 0"3+m er 22 22 l 
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Y 1B 3Y N X 1\k3, x. 3), where k 3 = rank of B 3 = rank of A 3 = tr A 3 = 
-1 l I _ • _ 2 1 . I bkm (mk) tr (X1P 22P 22x1) - t 1. x.3 ~ µ JbkmXlP 22P 22J l = 0. There-
for,e 
and 
Then ASAS = AS. 
2 
As~As = 2 k2 2 AP 3P 3A '(X1X{o-~ + XzXz<r~ + X3X30-; 
X. t m 
+ 0' 2I)AP 3P3A I 
k 2 I [ -1 2 2 2 -1 I 2 
2 2 z AP 3P 3 (X.k m) (tl - J)(tI - J)er 2 + (m rlt - k NN )o- 3 
X. t m 
= 
k A iA '[ 2 k-1 2 2] 
= X.tm P 3P 3 er + X. mtv 2 + mcr3 
2 -1 2 2 -1 I 2 Let BS;:: (er + X.k mtcr 2 + mcr3) AS. Then Y BSY ,-....; x (ks, X.S)' 
where ks = rank of Bs = rank of AS = tr AS 
k A 1 A 1 
= "°iim tr P 3P 3 
k -1 
= x.tm tr[ X.k m(tI - J)P 3P 3] = trP 3P 3=t-1 
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Therefore 
and 
5. Distribution and expectation of s 6 = m -ly 1FP 4P 4F 1Y 
-1 1 I Let A 6 = m FP 4P 4F. Then 
-1 
- m FP P 1F 1 
- 4 4 
Therefore, 
)..6 = 2Jl FP P'F'Jbkm = 0 µ bkm 4 4 l 
A ...,,A - pr [ X' 2 X xi 2 X X' 2 2 J I 2 7,q., 7 - P 5 5 Xl 1 o- l + 2 2,y 2 + 3 3cr 3 + CJ" 1 P 5 P 5 "" 1:r A 7 
Therefore 
s rv cr 7 
2 2 
X bkm-bk 
2 E(s 7) = (bkm - bk) er 
Let 
Since A 4 is not symmetric, we may \Nrite 
Then since 4-\A4 + A 4)~(A4 + A 4) is not eq,.1,al to 2.-\A4 + A 4), s 4 is 
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2 2 
not distributed as x variate but as a linear combination of X variates. 
That is, 
-1 
where a 1 are the non-zero characteristic roots of 2 -(A4 + A 4). 
6. 
-k-1 - 1 [xxi 2 x 1 x• 2 x.x\ 1 . 2 21] N'PP•A• 
- m tr l l er l + 2 l 1 2 + 3 3cr 3 + o- Xl 3 3 
-1 -1 -1 -1 ·. . 2 
= k m trP3[mrI - rn k NN 1]NN 1P 3cr 2 
-1 -1 2 ... 1 ... 1 4 2 2 
= k m [mrm (r-X.) - m k m (r ... >,.,) ]trit .. 1cr 2 
,....k-1 2( '\}[r{k-l)+X.]tI .. 2 
- m r•I\. k k r t-lcr2 
.. z 2 2 
=k m (r-X.)x.t<T2 (t-1) 
-lk-1Y •x N'P P I A 1Y S4:::: m . . 1 3 3 • 
Substituting (I - t -lJ) for P 3P 3, we have s 4 = rn -lk-lY 1X1Nl(I -
-1. . -1 ~1 . Nl 
t J)A 1Y = m k Y 1X1N 1A 1Y. (P 3P 3 = I - t J because corresponding 
to a unique characteristic root m 2rk of NNl, we have a unique vector 
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(1/ff, 1/ff, . . . , 1/ff,) from the orthogonal t x t matrix which diagon.a-
lizes NN 1). Since the j,-th element of Y 1X1N 1 is Tj and the j-th element 
of A 1Y is Q., this statistic may be written as m .. 1k""1~·T.Q .. 
J J J 
7. In order to determine s 2 in terms of the block and treatment 
totals, consider 
-1 -1 .. 1 -1 
m k X X 1Y - m k ~yix (P P 1 )X'Y 11 - 1221 
We can write P 20P 20 = b'"'1J:. This follows from the reason given for 
P P a • 6 b · s· b-l:J~N'NJb - 2 2tb""1 - 2 k · h" h · 3 3 in . a. ove. .ince. b. _, 1 - m r - m r , w. ic is a 
charac;:teristic root of N'1N of multiplicity 1.- we therefore write: 
-lk-1Yx X 1Y . ( bk) ... 1Y 1X'"l'X'Y... ""'1k"'1y•x p P 1 X·1Y m · l 1 - m · 1.., l · m · l 22 22 1 
... 1 -1 
- m k Y 1X P P I X 1Y 
- . l 21 21 1· 
or writing this in terms of block and treatment totals we have 
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... 1 -1 b . 2 3 · ... 1 2 .. 1 -1 
m k . :E1( Bi - B. ) - [ km { r .. ~)] [~(Ti - T. ) ] = m k Y 1X1 P Zl P 2l XiY 
i= J 
where B. is the i ... th element of x1•y and B. = b -l~Bo. The statistics l l 
s 2 may be obtained then by subtracting s 3 from the corrected sum of 
squares of blocks. 
Singular, Group Divisible, PBIB Designs. 
In this section we shall find the distributions and expectations of 
\ 
the statistics in a minimal set of s1,1fficient statistics for singular GD-
PBIB Designs. 
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1. Distribution of s 1 = y ... 
Since s 1 is a linear combination of normal variables, s 1 is normally 
2 -1 2 distributed with mean E(y ... ) = µ and variance E(y ... - µ ) = (bkm) (er 
2 2 2 + mkcr 1 + mrcr 2 + mer 3). That is 
_, 2 2 2 2 
s 1 ,-...; N[ µ, (bkm) "'(er + mku 1 + mrcr 2 + mor 3 )] 
2. Distribution of s 2 = (mk)-1Y 1X 1P 21P 21x1Y. 
Let 
then 
and 
2 
+o-I]XP P'X 1 l 21 21 1 
( k) -2x P pi [ 2k2 z., N'N 2 MMI· 2 
= m 1 21 21 m er l.l.b + · or 2 + er 3 
_ ( k) -1 p I I [ k 2 2 2] 
- m x 1P 21 21x1 m cr 1 +mcr3 +cr 
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Let B 1 = ( mkvi + mer;+ o- 2 ] -lA1. Therefore Y 1B 2 Y,,...; x 12(k1, }...1), 
-1 
where k1 = rank of B 1 = rank of A1 = tr A 1 = (mk) tr X1P 21P 21xi = b - g . 
... - 2Jl X p P' X'JbkmC{i:t) -· 0 
''1 - µ bkm l 21 21 l 1 · · · ·-
Hence 
2 2 2 E ( s 2) = ( b ... g )[ c; + m krr 1 + mcr' 3 ] 
3. -1 Distribution 0£ s 3 = (km) ~y•x1P 22P 22x1Y 
Let 
Then 
a.nd 
-1 -1 I. 2] I I + m k NN rr 2 p 22P 22Xl 
[ 2 2 2 -1 2 ... 1 Let B 2 = G"' + mko- 1 + mcr 3 + mk (rk-:>.,2 t)o- 2] ~A 2 . Then Y 1B 2Y ""-' 
x 12(k 2, x.2) where k 2 = rank of B 2 = rank of A 2 :::: tr A 2 
and 
' - 2Jl X p. pi JbkmC( l - 0 
""3 - P. bkm l 22 22 l er -
Hence 
4. Distribution of s 4 = ( X.:tm )Y~P31P __ 31AY · 
Let 
A3 = ( X.;:rn )AP 31P :HA t. 
Then 
and 
A VA - ( _k_) 2 p I A'[ X l . . 2 .l X' . 2 I 2 3'7" 3 - :>... 2tm. AP31 31 Xl 1° 1 'Xz lrz + X3X31J'3 
+ 1rZI]AP31P31A' 
k 2 [ ... 1 ... 1 -1 -1 2 
= ( X.im) AP 31P 31 (mrr .. m k NN')(mr - m k NN 1)cr 2 
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+ ( I ... lk-lNNI) 2JP pt A' mr - m · CT" 31 31 
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Hence 
5. Distribution of s 5 = (rm)-1Y 1AP 32P1 2A 1Y. 
Let 
Then 
and 
-2 [ -1 -1 2 
= (rm) AP 32P 32 (rmI - m k. NNl)cr 2 + (rmI 
-lk-lNN 1) 2JP P 1 A 1 
.. m u 32 32 
~ -1 [ . 2 . 2] I I 
- (rm) AP 32 mro- 2 1 er P 32A 
2 2 
= (mr!T 2 + er )A4 
Henc(:l 
6. Distribution of s 6 = m -ly 1FP 4P 4F 'Y antl its expected value are 
the same as in the BIB Design. 
7. Distribution of s 7 = Y 1P 5P 5 Y and its expected value a.re the same 
as in the BIB Designs. 
8. Distribution of s 8 = [k- 2(rk - },.2t}J 1/ 2Y 1X1P 22p 131A 1Y. 
We know 
and so 
-1 -1 I N Ip p I A 'Y 8 8 = m k y xl 31 31 
Let 
_, 
Since A 7 is not symmetric. we may write Y 1A 7Y = 2 ... Y 1[A 7 +A7JY, 
then since 4-1(A 7 + A.p~{A 7 + A.p is not equal to z-1(A 7 + A 7). s 8 is 
d . 'b d 2 . b 1 · b' . f z . not 1str1 ute as x variate ut as a ,.1.nea.r com 1na.t1on o · x va.:na.tes; 
2 
that is, s 4 r..1 ~ ai x (l) where ai are the non .. zero characteristic ruots of 
-1 I) 2 {A 7 + A 7 . 
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-EtrYY 1XN 1P P 1 A 1m-lk-l 
- l 31 31 
-1 2 3 -1 2 2 
= (mk} [ mrm (rk-°A.2t} - m k (rk-°A.2t} ] O" 2 trace Ig-l 
2 -2 2 
= tn k (rk-°A.2t}[rk - rk + °A.2t]0"2(g - l} 
Semi R~gular, Group Divisible, PBIB Designs. 
In this section we shall find the distributions and expectations of 
the statistics in the minimal set of sufficient statistics that were found 
for the seI11i-regular, group divisible, partially balanced incomplete 
block design. 
1. Distribution of s 1 = y ... 
-1 2 2 2 2 
s 1 l"V N[ µ, (bkm} (O" + mkO" 1 + mro- 2 + ma-3}] as follows from s1 
for singular GD-PBIB Designs. E(s1} = µ 
2. Distribution of s 2 = (mk}-1Y 1X 1P 21P 21xiy. 
Let 
Then 
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and 
2 2 2 -1 · . 2 Let B1 = [ o- + roko- 1 + mer 3] A1. Then Y *Bi Y rv X' (~, A.1), where 
k1 = rank 0£ B1 = rank of A1 = trA1 = tr(mk)-1X 1P 2iP 21x1 = b - t + g - 1, 
and 
Hence 
3. Distribution of s 3 =- {mk)-lY 1x1P 23P 23x1-Y:. 
Let 
Then 
and 
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[ 2 2 -1 2 2 -1 2 Let B 2 = o- + rr.iko- 1 + mk (r-~)cr2 + m0"3J A 2. T;hen Y'BzY""' X 1 (k2, >... 2) 
-1 
where k 2 = rank of B 2 ::: rank of A 2 = tr A 2 = (mk) tr X.{P 23P 23xi = g(n-1) 
and 
Hence 
2 2 -1 2 . 2 2 
sf'~ [ O" + rnkcr 1 + mk (r ... >..10" 2 + mQ" 3 ] X g(n-l) 
2 2 ... 1 2 2 E(s 3) = g(n-l)[cr + mkcr- 1 + mk (r-.:X1)o- 2 + mcr'3J 
4. Distribution of s 4 = (mr)-1Y•AP 31P 31A'Y 
Let 
Then 
and 
rank of B 3 ,:: rank of A 3 = tr A 3 = (mr.(1 tr AP 3.,P !"IA 1 = g - 1, and 
. '- .:L 
:\ = 2Jbkm AP p I A 'Jbkm ,.~(O) = 0 4 µ 1 31 31 l \.J J 
Hence 
5. Distribution of s 5 = (mv) -ly 1AP 32P :32A Y 
Let 
Then 
and 
::: 2Jl AP p I A 'Jbkm C(, ) c.c 0 11.5 µ b km 3 2 3 2 l ry 
Hence 
g .-, 
' I 
6. The distribution of s 6 = ~ -ly 1FP 4P 4F iy I and its expectation are 
the same as those for BIB Designs. 
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7. The distribution of s 7 = Y 1P 5P 5Y 1 and its expectation are the same 
as those for BIB Designs. 
8. Distribution of s 8 = [µi 2k- 2(r-x.1)] 1/ 2y•x1P 23P 32A 1Y. We know 
pi = [m2(r .. x. )]-1/Zp, N 
23 l 32 
Let 
Since A 7 is not symmetric. we may write Y 1A 7 Y = z"'1y 1{A7 + A 7)Y. 
Then since 4 '"'\A7 + A 7)~{A7 + A~) /: z'"'1[ A 7 + A~], s 8 is not distributed 
as x 2 variate, but as a linear combina,tion of X 2 variates. That is, 
s 8 ..v ~ai X fl) where ai are the non-zero characteristic roots of 
z-\A7 + A,P~· 
-1 -1 -1 2 
=k trP 32(rmI-m k NN')NN 1P 32cr 2 
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= k-1 tr[rm 3(r-X.) .. k-1m 3(r-X. ) 2]I ( l)o- 2 l l g n ... * 2 
-2 3 . 2 
= k m (r-x.1)[ rk - r + x.1] tr Ig{n•l}o:-2 
3 -2 2 
= g(n-l}m (r-x.1}[rk - r + x.1Jk cr 2 
Regular GD-... PBIB Designs. 
In this section we shall derive the distributions and expectations 
of the statistics in the minimal set of s1,1fficient statistics that were found 
for the regular group divisible partially balanced incomplete block de-
signs. 
1. Distribution of s1 = y ... and its expectation will correspond to those 
of s 1-for· S-,.QD .... PBIB Designs. 
2. Distribution of s 2 = {mk) -ly 1X1P 21P hXiY 
Let 
Then 
and 
= {mk)-\0'"2 + mkcr't + mo-;)x1P 21P 21x1 
2 2 2 
= (er + mko- 1 + mer }Al 
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Hence 
2 2 2 2 
s 2 ,...,, (er + rnk<r 1 + rn(}"'3l x(b-t) 
2 2 2 E(s 2) = (b .. t) ((; + rnkcr 1 + rncr 3) 
3. The distribution of s 3 = (rnk).:..1y•x1P 22P 22XiY and its expectation 
will correspond to those of s 3 for S'-GD .. PBI~ Designs. 
4. The distribution of s 4 = {rnk)-1YtX1P 23P 23XiY and its expectation 
will correspond to those of s 3 for SR..,GD-PBIB Designs. 
5. The distribution of s 5 = X.;rn Y'AP 31P 31A-iy and its expectation 
will corres~arid to those of s 4 for S-GD ... PBIB Designs. 
6. The distribution of s 6 = {rnv)-1Y 1AP 32P 32A 1Y and its expectation 
will correspond to those of s 5 for SR-GD-PBIB Designs. 
7. The dist:Tibution of s 7 = rn .. ly 1F1? 4?4:F and its expectation will 
correspond to those of s 6 for S-GD-PBIB Designs. 
8. The distribution of s 8 = Y 1P 5P 5Y a:p,d its expectation. will correspond 
to those of s 7 for S-GD-PBIB Designs. 
9. The distribution of s 9 = [k .. 2(rk-X.2t)J 1/ 2y•x1P 22P 31A 1Y and its. 
expectation will correspond to those of s 8 for S-GD-PBIB ;Designs. 
10. The dii;;tribution of s 10 = [k .. 2(r-X.1)] 1/ 2y•x1P 23P 32A 1Y and its 
expectation will correspond to those of s 8 for SR-OD-PBIB Desi~ns. 
APPENDIX IV 
Now we shall deterr:ni:r:i.e the pairwise independence of statistics in 
the minimal set. 
In order to determine pairwise independence, we shall make use 
of the well known theorem: 
If the bkm x l vector Z is distributed as the multi variate normal 
with mean µ and covariance matrix~ and if z1,_ Z 2, . . . , Zq are sub-
vectors of Z such that Z = (Zl' z 2, . . , Zq)' then a neceE)sary and 
sufficient condition that the subvectors are jointly independent is that 
all the s1,1b-matrices ~ij (i f j) be equal to the null matrix. 
In the balanced incomplete block design, we defined the vector Y 
and transformed Y to Z by the relation Z = P 1Y. Then 
Z l"'\J MVN[ P 1µ, P ~P ] . 
We then formed a partition of Z into (Zp z 2, z 3, z4, z5, z6). 
The form of pt~p is as given in Table I and is the covariance matrix 
of Z. 
By making use of the above theorem, we have z1, z 2, z5 , z6 , as 
mutually independent and they are independent of z 3,and z4 and that z 3 
and z4 are not independ<;mt. We can have thefollowing relationship. 
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s - z•z 4 - 3 4 
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Hence we conGlude that the statistics in the minimal set of sufficient 
statistic~ are pairwise independent except for the pairs (s 3, s 4), (s 3, s 5) 
and (s 4 , s 5). 
The Singular, Group,Divisible l?Bil3 Design. 
Following the proGedure given in previous section and examining 
Table XIII, we have the results a,s stated in Corollary 2. 3. 
The Semi .. Regular, Group Divisible PBIB Design .. 
Following a _procedure similar to that of the first section and examin-
inij Table x:,, we have the results as ('ltated in Corollary 3. 3. 
The Reau1ar, Group Divisible PBIB Design. 
Again following the procedure of the first sec;:tion and examining 
Table XII., we have the results as stated in Corollary 4. 3. 
APPENDIX V 
In what follows we shall try to associate each of the statistics in 
the minimal set with blo~k .. treat:ment and interaction sum of squares. 
(1) s 1. This statistic is the mean of all observations in the vector Y 
and is the unbiased estimate of µ. 
(2) s 3 = [km 3(r-:\)]-lyix1N 1P 3P 3NX{¥· The quantity NX1Y is at x 1 
vector of elements T. (say) where T. is the total of alrblocks containing 
J J 
treatment j. P ~P3 can be replaced by (I ... t -lJ). Making this substitu-
tion, we have 
3 -1 . -1 · · 
s 3 = [ km ( r - :\) ] Y 1X1 N 1(I - t J) NX-{_Y 
= [km 3(r-;\)] .. 1[Y 1X1N•NXiY - t-lyrx1N 1JNXiYJ 
3 -1 . 2 -1 2 
= [ km ( r .. X)] [ ~ T j - t ( k Y ... ) ] 
= [kn?(r-:\)]-l~(T. -T.) 2 
J 
-1 l 
where T. = t ~ Tj and Y ... = JbkmY. 
(3) 
-1 .. 1 Consider A 1Y = (Xz - m k NXi)Y. This we shall denote by Qj 1s and 
it has the same conventionally known interp;retation as we have one 
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observation per cell. Therefo:r-e• 
k "'l."Q2 
8 5 = Xt~ .IJI j 
(4) s 6 = m ... 1Y 1P 4FF 1P 4Y. The wciy in which we have picked P 4, 
104 ... ' 
-1 
assures us that s 6 = :m Y 1FF 1Y. This is true since. :p4 is bk-b-t+l x bk 
orthogonal vectors of the 1:;>k x bk orthogonal matrix which diagonalizes 
the idempotent matrix m -lF 1F which has rank bk ... b-t+l. Let us call this 
orthogonal rpatrix O. Let 
[pt] o• = 4 pl 
41 
where P 4 is bk-b-t+l x bk and P,41 is b+t-1 x bk orthogonal vectors. 
Since 
we have 
-1 J • ' -
m p 41F FP 41 - <j> 
Therefore, 
= m .. 1Y 1F[I - P P 1 F 'Y - m .. 1Y 1FF 'Y 41 41 - . · 
If we substitute 
... 1_ -1 
.. m t.e NXi) 
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then 
But the right hand side is the interaction sum of squares as shown below. 
2 Y ... 
R [ µ, 7' , 13 , ( 13 r ) ] = E .J_ 
ij nij 
whe:re Y ... = E y .. k 
lJ I;< lJ 
R [ µ, .,. , 13 ] -1 ... 1 b k t 2 = m k E Y ... + ~t :E Q. ; where Y ... = 
i=l i ,... m j=l J 1 
The:i;-efore, 
R ( 13 7' j µ, r , 13 ] = R [ µ, T , 13 , ( 13 rr ) ] - R ( µ, 7' , 13 ) 
2 
Y. ·· -1 -1 b k t 2 
= E -21- - m k l:: Y ... - - E Q 
nij i=l 1, >..trn j=l j 
... 1 
= m Y'FF 1Y 
Therefqre, 
'-1 -1 .. 1 k 
s 6 = m Y 1X 3X 3 Y - m k ~y 1x 1x.1Y - >..tm Y 1AA 1Y 
where en is the n-th element of x3 Y. 
l:: E y. "k j k lJ 
(5) s 7 = YP5P 5Y. In view Qf the above arguments we can infer. that 
s 7 is the intl"a-bloc~ error. 
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